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1 Introduction

The facts describing the secular evolution of unemployment and taxes in the U.S. and con-

tinental Europe are well known. In the 1960s unemployment rates were quite similar in the

U.S. and in the continental European countries. While the unemployment rate in the U.S.

has remained at almost the same level at least until the Great Recession, the rates in many

European countries have increased starting in the late 1970s and stayed considerably higher

than in the U.S. since then. At the same time the tax wedge, measured as the sum of labor

and sales taxes, has increased in those European countries relative to the U.S.

A natural framework to understand the relationship between taxes and unemployment is

the leading theory of equilibrium unemployment, the Mortensen and Pissarides (MP) search

and matching model. However, this simple framework has an important limitation for studying

the effects of policies, such as taxation. Productivity is assumed to be exogenous so that it

does not respond to changes in tax rates. This seems restrictive both from an empirical and

a theoretical perspective. Empirically, Prescott (2004), among others, documents that the

increase in tax rates was accompanied by an increase in aggregate productivity (most notably

in France and Germany) relative to productivity in the U.S. Furthermore, we document that

the skill premium, the relative productivity of college and high school graduates, is strongly

negatively related to the tax wedge.

Theory also suggests that large differences in policy do not leave productivity unaffected. In

the theory developed in Krusell, Ohanian, Ŕıos-Rull, and Violante (2000), changes in produc-

tivity are due to a technology which features capital-skill complementarity.1 The adjustment

of the stocks of capital as well as of high- and low-skilled labor in response to a change in

policy leads to an endogenous change in productivity. This theory is a natural candidate to

conduct a quantitative analysis with because changes in productivity can be accounted for

by changes in observed factor quantities, most notably the stock of capital equipment. Thus,

building on the standard MP setup we allow for ex-ante heterogeneity in skills (high-skilled

and low-skilled workers) that interact on the production side of the economy as in Krusell,

1The literature on induced technical change, e.g., Acemoglu (2002, 2007) predicts a non-neutral shift in

productivity in response to the change in relative abundance of productive inputs. If, for example, unemployed

low-skilled labor becomes more abundant due to a change in the tax policy, technologies that are biased toward

low-skilled labor and thus increase its productivity are more likely to be developed in the long run.
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Ohanian, Ŕıos-Rull, and Violante (2000).

The endogenous response of productivity in our model has several important implications.

First, in the standard MP model, a one percentage point permanent decrease in productivity

and a one percentage point permanent increase in sales taxes increase unemployment by the

same amount. The finding that these two responses are very close is not a coincidence but a

feature of many models driven by productivity, including the MP model. However, the data

suggest that the elasticity with respect to productivity necessary to replicate business cycles

is larger than the elasticity with respect to taxes required to explain cross-country differences

(Costain and Reiter, 2008; Mortensen and Nagypal, 2007; Hornstein, Krusell, and Violante,

2005b).2 Our framework can resolve this dilemma. The endogenous response of productivity

mitigates the response to changes in tax policy without sacrificing the business cycle properties.

Second, Hornstein, Krusell, and Violante (2005a) have pointed out that the MP model has

the counterfactual implication that the rise in unemployment in response to, e.g., skill-biased

technical change is concentrated among the low-skilled workers3, whereas Nickell and Bell

(1996) and Gottschalk and Smeeding (1997), among others, conclude that data from many

European countries support the conclusion that unemployment rose proportionately across

the entire skill spectrum. We show that the change in productivities in our model induced by

an increase in the tax wedge shifts the rise in unemployment toward high skilled workers.

We calibrate the model following the strategy of Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a) and

find that the two-skill version of the MP model is consistent with the cyclical volatility of the

aggregate and group-specific labor market variables in the data. The model generates a high

unemployment volatility among low-skilled workers because their productivity in the market is

estimated to be relatively close to their productivity at home. The model also matches a high

volatility of unemployment among high skilled workers despite the fact that their estimated

value of non-market activity is substantially lower than their market productivity.4

2For example, the MP model calibrated in Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a) generates the observed amount

of volatility of unemployment and vacancies but generates very large policy effects.
3See, for example, Mortensen and Pissarides (1999) and Albrecht and Vroman (2002) for alternative models

that share this prediction.
4This is consistent with the common prior articulated in e.g., Mortensen and Pissarides (1999) who argue

that it is a “plausible assumption that the economic value of non-employment (other than UI benefits) does

not increase proportionately with skill.” Moreover, they argue that the same is true of the UI benefits which

are closer to the productivity level of less skilled workers.
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To understand the cyclical behavior of labor market variables for different groups of workers

it is essential to identify the cyclical behavior of their productivities.5 The aggregate produc-

tion function estimated by Krusell, Ohanian, Ŕıos-Rull, and Violante (2000) provides the way

to do so. This production function accounts exceptionally well for the trends in wages of skilled

and unskilled workers over the last several decades. It thus appears to be a natural candidate

to provide an accurate and parsimonious way to also measure the business-cycle properties of

the marginal productivities of the two labor inputs it considers: high-skilled and low-skilled

workers. Measuring the evolution of worker productivity using this production function, we

find that the (endogenously determined) marginal product of high-skilled workers is consid-

erably more volatile over the business cycle than the marginal product of low-skilled workers.

One important reason for this finding is that Krusell, Ohanian, Ŕıos-Rull, and Violante (2000)

estimate that high-skilled workers and capital equipment are complements in the production

process. Since investment-specific shocks are an important contributor to business cycle fluc-

tuations (Fisher, 2006), they amplify the volatility of productivity of high-skilled workers.

This explains why the cyclical volatility of unemployment is high for high-skilled workers de-

spite them having a relatively low value of non-market activities. We also note that without

capital-skill complementarities the effects of investment-specific shocks would be much smaller

since they would not be focused on one group.

The paper is organized as follows. A discrete time stochastic version of the Pissarides (1985,

2000) search and matching model with two skill groups and capital-skill complementarity is

laid out in Section 2. In Section 3 we develop our calibration strategy. In Section 4 we describe

the quantitative behavior of the model over the business cycle, both in the aggregate and for

both groups of workers. We find that the model matches the cyclical volatility of labor market

variables very well. A comparison with the results from the homogeneous worker model (with

exogenous productivity) implies that the model with worker heterogeneity generates higher

volatility of aggregate labor market statistics and is closer to the data than the homogeneous

worker model.

5We cannot use wages to infer the cyclical behavior of productivity because wages are not equal to the

marginal product of labor in a search model. In most parameterizations of the MP model, including the one in

this paper, the level of wages is very close to average productivity. The cyclical properties of wages, however,

are different from the cyclical properties of productivity.
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Having verified that the model is a good quantitative laboratory, we conduct the analysis

of the effects of tax policies in Section 5. The analysis is subdivided in two parts. First,

we analyze the effects of policies theoretically to better understand how the model works

and what features of the model are important for dampening the effects of policies. One

important result is that introducing curvature in the production side of the MP model is

not sufficient per se to dampen the effects of policies. It is only if the production function

includes heterogeneous and imperfectly substitutable labor inputs that the effects of policies

will be dampened relative to the effects of cyclical movements in productivity. Next, we use

the calibrated model to evaluate the effects of policies quantitatively. We find that the effects

of policies are dampened substantially compared to the homogeneous agent version of the

model, and are in line with the effects of policies implied by the data. Moreover, consistent

with the U.S. and European experiences, higher taxes increase the productivity of low skilled

workers and (slightly) decrease the productivity of high skilled workers, so that aggregate

productivity increases and the skill premium decreases. The relative change in productivities

also shifts the rise in unemployment toward high skilled workers. Since the productivity of

low skilled workers increases in equilibrium, firms incentives to post vacancies for low skilled

workers increase and this lowers their unemployment rate whereas for high skilled workers the

opposite holds. Section 6 concludes.

2 The Model

We consider a stochastic discrete time version of the Pissarides (1985, 2000) search and match-

ing model with aggregate uncertainty and workers of two types T ∈ {L,H}, referring to low-

and high-skilled workers, respectively.

2.1 Workers and Firms

There are measures NT of infinitely lived workers of each type and a continuum of infinitely

lived firms. Workers maximize their expected lifetime utility:

E
∞∑
t=0

δtyTt , (1)
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where yTt represents income in period t and δ ∈ (0, 1) is workers’ and firms’ common discount

factor.

There is a competitive final goods sector that combines 4 inputs - low-skilled labor lt,

high-skilled labor ht, capital structures kst and capital equipment ket - to produce the final

good through the following production function (Krusell, Ohanian, Ŕıos-Rull, and Violante,

2000):

yt = F (lt, ht, kst, ket) = Atk
α
st

[
µlσt + (1− µ)

(
λkρet + (1− λ)hρt

)σ
ρ

] 1−α
σ
, (2)

where At is a neutral technology shock.

The resource constraint is6

F (t) = Ct + ist +
iet
qt
, (3)

where ist is investment in capital structures, iet is investment in capital equipment, Ct is

consumption, and where the technology parameter qt determines the amount of equipment

that can be produced by one unit of final output. In a perfectly competitive market, qt is also

the relative price between consumption and equipment, a feature we exploit to measure q in

the calibration (as in Greenwood, Hercowitz, and Krusell, 1997; Krusell, Ohanian, Rı́os-Rull,

and Violante, 2000). The two stocks of capital evolve according to the following dynamic

equations:

ks,t+1 = (1− ds)kst + ist (4)

ke,t+1 = (1− de)ket + iet, (5)

where de and ds are the depreciation rates of capital equipment and capital structures respec-

tively.

Both At and qt are assumed to follow AR(1) processes,

logAt = A+ κA logAt−1 + εA,t, (6)

log qt = q + κq log qt−1 + εq,t. (7)

The two shocks, εA,t and εq,t are independent normal variables with respective standard devi-

ations ηA and ηq.

6To keep the notation concise, we occasionally specify t as the only argument of a function, meaning that

the function depends on a time t vector of arguments. For example, F (t) ≡ F (lt, ht, kst, ket).
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Each firm operating in the intermediate goods sector is either matched with an unskilled

worker, matched with a skilled worker or posts a vacancy. If matched, it receives, from the

competitive final sector, pLt = Fl(t) or pHt = Fh(t). There is free entry of firms. Firms attract

unemployed workers by posting a vacancy at the flow cost cT . Once matched, workers and

firms separate exogenously with probability sT per period. Employed workers are paid a wage

wTt , and firms make accounting profits of pTt − wTt per worker each period in which they

operate. Unemployed workers get flow utility zT from leisure/non-market activity.

2.2 Matching

Let uTt denote the number of unemployed and nTt = NT −uTt the number of employed individ-

uals from group T (nL = l and nH = h). Let vTt be the number of vacancies posted in period

t. We refer to θTt = vTt /u
T
t as the market tightness at time t for type T . The aggregate market

tightness is defined as θt = (vHt + vLt )/(uHt + uLt ).

The number of new matches (starting to produce output at t + 1) is given by a constant

returns to scale matching function mT (uTt , v
T
t ) ≤ min(uTt , v

T
t ). Employment evolves according

to the following law of motion:

nTt+1 = (1− sT )nTt +mT (uTt , v
T
t ). (8)

The probability that an unemployed worker will be matched with a vacancy next period

equals fT (θTt ) = mT (uTt , v
T
t )/uTt = mT (1, θTt ). The probability that a vacancy will be filled

next period equals φT (θTt ) = mT (uTt , v
T
t )/vTt = mT (1/θTt , 1) = fT (θTt )/θTt .

2.3 Equilibrium

Denote the firm’s value of a job (a filled vacancy) by JT , the firm’s value of an unfilled

vacancy by V T , the worker’s value of having a job by W T , and the worker’s value of being

unemployed by UT . Bellman equations (9)-(12) describe an equilibrium of the model where

JT , W T , UT and V T depend on the current shocks to productivity At and qt and the stock

of low-skilled lt and the stock of high-skilled ht. Let xt = (At, qt, lt, ht) be today’s state vector

and xt+1 = (At+1, qt+1, lt+1, ht+1) be next period’s state vector. The two capital stocks ke and

ks do not have to be included in the state vector, since risk neutrality implies that they are
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already functions of x.7

JTxt = pTxt − w
T
xt + δ(1− sT )ExtJ

T
xt+1

(9)

V T
xt = −cT + δφT (θTxt)ExtJ

T
xt+1

(10)

UT
xt = zTt + δ{fT (θTxt)ExtW

T
xt+1

+ (1− fT (θTxt))ExtU
T
xt+1
} (11)

W T
xt = wTxt + δ{(1− sT )ExtW

T
xt+1

+ sTExtU
T
xt+1
}. (12)

The interpretation is straightforward. Operating firms earn profits pTxt − wTxt and the

matches are exogenously destroyed with probability sT . A vacancy costs cT and is matched

with a worker (becomes productive in period t+ 1) with probability φT (θTxt). An unemployed

worker derives utility zT and finds a job next period with probability fT (θTxt). An employed

worker earns wage wTxt but may lose her job with probability sT and become unemployed next

period. Nash bargaining implies that a worker and a firm split the surplus STxt = JTxt+W
T
xt−U

T
xt

such that

JTxt = (1− βT )STxt , (13)

W T
xt − U

T
xt = βTSTxt . (14)

Free entry implies that the value of posting a vacancy is zero: V T
xt = 0 for all xt and, therefore,

cT = δφT (θTxt)ExtJ
T
xt+1

= δφT (θTxt)(1− β
T )ExtS

T
xt+1

. (15)

The Bellman equation for the surplus is:

STxt = pTxt − (zT + δfT (θTxt)β
TExtS

T
xt+1

) + δ(1− sT )ET
xtS

T
xt+1

. (16)

To compute expectations, one has to know how the state variables evolve. The two pro-

ductivity processes evolve according to the VAR(1) described above. The value of marginal

productivity pT next period is endogenous and depends on how many workers are working

today, how many vacancies are posted and how much capital is invested.

7The two first-order conditions for capital equipment and capital structures describe period t capital stocks

as functions of xt only because risk neutrality implies that the real interest rate is constant. Without risk neu-

trality this simplification would not be possible, since the period t interest rate would depend on consumption

in period t and t+ 1.
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The market for capital equipment and structures is perfectly competitive and, each period,

firms can rent capital to maximize profits. Households own the capital stock and invest to

maximize their utility, which leads to the two first-order conditions for capital:8

EtFks(t+ 1) + (1− ds) =
1

δ
, (17)

qtEtFke(t+ 1) + (1− de)Et
qt
qt+1

=
1

δ
. (18)

Note, that the decision on ke,t+1 is taken in period t, but that the relative price of investment

goods next period, qt+1, matters for this decision as well.

We now derive the expressions for equilibrium wages and profits, which, except for being

dependent on the type, take the usual form.9 Because firms can buy and sell capital in a

competitive market, the wage bargain is not affected as in Pissarides (2000). Using equation

(13), it follows from the free-entry condition (15) and the flow equation (9) for JT that:

(1− βT )STxt = pTxt − w
T
xt + (1− sT )cT/φT (θTxt). (19)

Free entry and (16) imply that

STxt = pTxt − z
T + (1− sT − fT (θTxt)β)

cT

φT (θTxt)(1− βT )
. (20)

Thus, we have that

(1− βT )STxt = (1− βT )(pTxt − z
T ) + cT

1− sT − fT (θTxt)β
T

φT (θTxt)
. (21)

Rearranging (19) and substituting using (21), we find that wages are given by

wTxt = pTxt − (1− βT )STxt + (1− sT )cT/φT (θTxt)

= βTpTxt + (1− βT )zT + cTβT θTxt , (22)

and accounting profits are given by

ΠT
xt = pTxt − w

T
xt = (1− βT )(pTxt − z

T )− cTβT θTxt . (23)

8To see the second equation note that the ke,t+1 is chosen to maximize . . . − ke,t+1

qt
+ δEt(rt+1ke,t+1 +

(1−de)ke,t+1

qt+1
) + . . ., where r = Fke is the interest rate in the rental market.

9It is well known that only the present value of wages and not the specific sequence of wages matters. We

adopt here the standard assumption of Nash bargaining to pin down this sequence. Hagedorn and Manovskii

(2013) provide evidence that this assumption is more consistent with the data than the alternative based on

contracts through which firms insure workers against aggregate shocks.
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3 Calibration

In this section we calibrate the model to match U.S. labor market facts. We define the variables

consistently with Krusell, Ohanian, Ŕıos-Rull, and Violante (2000) and conduct a measure-

ment that ensures the comparability of our results to the large body of existing work on the

cyclical behavior of unemployment and vacancies.10 In particular, we measure capital struc-

tures and equipment, output and employment in the non-farm business sector. As in Krusell,

Ohanian, Ŕıos-Rull, and Violante (2000), the sample is restricted to individuals between 16

and 70 years old. The unskilled category includes individuals who have a high school diploma

or less. The skilled category includes college-educated workers. Labor market data for the

two subgroups comes from the monthly Current Population Surveys (CPS) from January

1976 to December 2006 and the CPS Outgoing Rotation Groups (ORG) covering the period

January 1979 to December 2006. To aggregate individual observations we use CPS sample

weights. On average over the sample period there are 2.6379 unskilled workers for each skilled

worker. Whenever we are interested in cyclical properties of a variable observed at quarterly

frequency, we use the HP-filter (Prescott, 1986) with a smoothing parameter of 1600. The

data and variable construction procedures we use are detailed in Appendix I.

Basics. We choose the model period to be one week (one-twelfth of a quarter), which is

lower than the frequency of the employment data we use, but necessary to deal with time

aggregation. The data used to compute some of the targets have monthly, quarterly or annual

frequency, and we aggregate the model appropriately when matching those targets. We set

δ = 0.991/12.

Job-Finding and Separation Rates. Using the CPS, we estimate, using the Shimer (2005b)

two-state model described in Appendix I, the average monthly job-finding rate to be 0.3618

for skilled workers and 0.4185 for unskilled workers. The total separation rate (into unemploy-

ment, non-employment and job-to-job), not adjusted for time aggregation, for high-skilled

equals 0.042 and for low-skilled 0.064 (Fallick and Fleischman, 2004). The separation rate

10As shown in Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a), the results do not depend on whether the calibration

includes taxation or not. However the efficiency properties of the model change. Without including taxation

the model suggest large inefficiencies (too many vacancies and too low unemployment) whereas taking into

account taxation implies that the decentralized economy is close to being efficient.
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into unemployment, also not adjusted for time aggregation, equals 0.0097 for the skilled and

0.0378 for the unskilled. We make this distinction between the rates of total separation and

separation into unemployment, since what matters for firms’ decisions is the expected dura-

tion of an employment spell, and this duration depends on the total rate of separation. We

use this separation rate when modeling firms’ decisions. To describe the average level and the

evolution of unemployment for the two groups (Equation 8) we use the separation rate into

unemployment only.

At a weekly frequency these estimates imply job-finding rates of fH = 0.1062 and fL =

0.1268, total job separation rates of sH = 0.0105 and sL = 0.016, rates of separation into

unemployment sHU = 0.0029 and sLU = 0.0117, and steady state unemployment rates of uH =

sHU /(s
H
U +fH) = 0.0262 and uL = sLU/(s

L
U +fL) = 0.0846.11 These steady state unemployment

rates are very similar to the average unemployment rate in the data of 0.0263 for skilled

workers and 0.0838 for unskilled ones.12 Petronglo and Pissarides (2001) survey the empirical

evidence and conclude that the value of 0.5 for the elasticity of the aggregate job-finding rate

with respect to aggregate labor market tightness is appropriate. By skill group, we find that

the elasticity of the job-finding probability with respect to overall labor market tightness is

higher for high-skilled workers by a factor of 1.3345.

Production Function Parameters. We use the elasticity parameters of the production

function α = 0.117, σ = 0.401, and ρ = −0.495 and weekly depreciation rates of structures

and equipment ds = 0.001068 and de = 0.002778 estimated by Krusell, Ohanian, Ŕıos-Rull,

11We now illustrate this adjustment procedure in the case of skilled workers. The probability of not finding

a job within a month is 1 − 0.3603 = 0.6382. The probability of not finding a job within a week then

equals 0.63821/4 = 0.8938 and the probability of finding a job equals 1− 0.8938 = 0.1062. The probability of

observing someone not having a job who had a job one month ago equals (counting paths in a probability tree):

s{(1−f)(fs+(1−f)2)+f(s(1−f)+(1−s)s)}+(1−s){s(fs+(1−f)2)+(1−s)(s(1−f)+(1−s)s)} = 0.0097.

Solving for s, we obtain s = 0.0029.

The total separation rate does not have to be adjusted for time aggregation, since it does not matter whether

a worker switches employers once or multiple times between observation points. All we need to know is that

the previous employment relationship ended.
12Those workers who get separated from firms but do not become unemployed can be thought of as being

hired by a large firm or by the government. This hiring presumably involves no search frictions due to the

sheer size of these employers. These large firms hire at a constant rate sT − sTU , pay the same wage as other

firms and workers get separated at rate sTU into unemployment. Since workers receive the same wage in both

type of firms, the Nash bargaining solution does not have to be modified.
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and Violante (2000). Given the values of these parameters and the average employment levels

of high- and low-skilled workers, we normalize the average stock of capital structures, ks =

399.7251, capital equipment, ke = 389.8385, and aggregate productivity A = 0.4197, and

find the distribution parameters λ = 0.9341 and µ = .7445 as solutions to a system of five

equations. The system includes the first-order conditions (17) and (18) for structures and

equipment, the normalization that the marginal product of low-skilled labor is equal to 1,

the condition that the labor share is 2/3 of output, and the condition that the ratio of the

marginal products of skilled and unskilled workers is equal to 1.9846, on average.13

The productivity of the two labor inputs is affected by the volatility of capital structures

and equipment over the business cycle. In the data, the standard deviation of HP-filtered

log capital structures is 0.0028 and the standard deviation of HP-filtered log quality-adjusted

capital equipment is 0.0100 (see Appendix I). To ensure that the model matches the cycli-

cal volatility of the capital series, we allow the depreciation rates for capital structures and

equipment to depend on aggregate productivity. In particular, we introduce and calibrate a pa-

rameter d∗e and specify the depreciation of capital equipment at time t to equal de ∗ (ke,t/ke)
d∗e .

Thus, if equilibrium capital equipment stock ke,t in period t is equal to the average capital

equipment ke, the depreciation rate is given by de. If capital in some periods deviates from

its steady state value, the depreciation rate deviates in the same direction. The strength of

the response of the depreciation rate is governed by parameter d∗e. The depreciation rate for

capital structures is defined symmetrically with parameters ds and d∗s.
14

13The last target is consistent with the competitive model but may not hold exactly in the model with search

frictions. This theoretical inconsistency has a negligible impact on our findings because, in our calibration, the

average wage is close to the marginal product.
14Our motivation for adding variable depreciation rates is to generate the right volatilities of the two capital

stocks. Alternatively we could treat the capital stocks as exogenous and just calibrate the two processes.

This approach would leave our quantitative analysis unchanged. However, this approach is unattractive when

performing policy experiments, since the capital stock responds to changes in taxation in our environment and

the analysis will neglect this response if capital is modeled as being exogenous. We experimented with several

alternative ways of adding capital to the model without significant impact on the results. We thus settled on

the the most convenient one. Departing from linear utility would also reduce the volatility of capital and capital

would be an endogenous variable. However, the data imply an asymmetric adjustment of the volatilities of the

two capital stocks whereas a departure from linear utility would presumably lead to a symmetric reduction.

Non-linear utility would also endogenize the real interest rate, leaving the volatilities of the key labor market

variables however largely unaffected. Policy experiments are not affected at all since we compare steady states

which all have the same real interest rate.
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Neutral and Capital Equipment-Specific Technologies. We use the estimated produc-

tion function parameters and compute the quarterly series for At and qt. We set qt equal to

the NIPA price of consumption goods (non-durables and services), pct , divided by the price of

equipment investment goods, pet . We use the pet series constructed by Schorfheide, Rios-Rull,

Fuentes-Albero, Santaeulalia-Llopis, and Kryshko (2012). (They extend the annual series of

Cummins and Violante (2002) to 2006 and convert the annual series to quarterly frequency

similar to Fisher (2006)). We use the resulting price series to construct the quality-adjusted

stock of capital equipment using the perpetual inventory method. At is then measured as

Solow residual (see Appendix I.3).

We log and linearly de-trend the At and qt series and use the resulting series to estimate the

VAR in (6) and (7). To calibrate this process in the model, we consider quarterly averages of

weekly productivity. We find that at weekly frequency we must set κA = 0.9936, κq = 0.9988,

ηA = 0.0035, and ηq = 0.0019 to match the process in the data. We also normalize the average

q = 1 and the average productivity of an unskilled worker equal to one, which requires setting

A = .4197.

Labor Market Tightness. Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a) estimate an average value of

labor market tightness of 0.634. This value lies between the estimates of 0.539 obtained by

Hall (2005) and 0.72 obtained by Pissarides (2009).

In Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a) we used data on the time and costs involved in recruit-

ing workers from the 1982 Employment Opportunity Pilot Project survey and the 1992 Small

Business Administration survey reported in Barron, Berger, and Black (1997). These authors

also estimate the vacancy duration equation D = c0 + c1X using the same datasets, where D

is the log of the duration time and X is the set of controls including the log number of years of

education, and report that the education coefficient is statistically significant in both datasets

and equal to 0.886 and 2.432, respectively. The average years of education in our sample for

high-skilled and low-skilled workers are equal to edH = 16.54 and edL = 10.83, respectively.

This implies that vacancies for high skilled workers last drel = (edH/edL)c1 = 2.128 times

longer, where the actual number represents the average across the two data sets. The ratio

of the market tightnesses across groups is then given by θrel = fH/fL ∗ drel = 1.78. Finally,

using the data on the numbers of skilled and unskilled unemployed workers, the aggregate θ,
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and the relative θrel of high skilled workers we obtain that θL = 0.5858 and θH = 1.0442.

Matching Functions. We choose the Cobb-Douglas functional form of the matching func-

tions of skilled and unskilled workers:

m(uT , vT ) = χT (uT )γ
T

(vT )1−γ
T

. (24)

The two parameters, χT , γT , that characterize the matching function differ for the two types.

This allows us to match a different job-finding probability and a different elasticity of the

job-finding probability with respect to labor market tightness.

The Cyclicality of Wages. Over the 1979:1-2006:4 period we find that a 1-percentage-point

increase in labor productivity is associated with a 0.674-percentage-point increase in average

real wages. Wages are measured as the non-farm business labor share constructed by the

BLS times labor productivity defined as seasonally adjusted real non-farm business output

constructed by the BLS from the NIPA divided by seasonally adjusted non-farm business

employment form the monthly Current Population Survey. Both time series are in logs and

HP-detrended. We also use CPS data to estimate the wage elasticity with respect to average

output per person for each group separately. We find that wages for high-skilled workers

are more cyclical than wages of low-skilled. The ratio of the two elasticities equals 1.771.

The estimates reported in Castro and Coen-Pirani (2008) imply a very similar ratio of wage

elasticities. To obtain the corresponding estimates in the model, we first aggregate the weekly

model-generated data to replicate the quarterly frequency of the data. We then log and HP-

filter the time series and estimate regressions identical to those estimated in the data.15

The Costs of Posting Vacancies. In Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a) we found that the

15Keane and Prasad (1991) and Prasad (1996) report, using NLSY from 1966-1981, similar magnitudes for

the cyclicality of wages of skilled and unskilled workers. We replicated their analysis using the NLSY 1979

data (over the 1979:1-2006:4 period that corresponds to the coverage of the CPS data we use). See Hagedorn

and Manovskii (2013) for a detailed description of NLSY 1979 and the variable construction procedures. We

found a ratio of the wage elasticities for high and low skilled workers that is remarkably close to the number

we computed based on the CPS data. These findings suggest that the properties of wages shifted in the early

1980s. This is also consistent with the finding of Parker and Vissing-Jorgensen (2009), who report that the

relative volatility of labor income of high earners (likely correlated with being more educated) increased sharply

around the early 1980s.
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expected labor costs of posting vacancies equals 50.23% of average weekly labor productivity.

The flow capital costs of posting vacancies equals 47.4% of average weekly labor productivity,

which equals 1.2707, so that the capital costs equal 0.6023. The analysis from Hagedorn and

Manovskii (2008a) for these average numbers applies here as well. However, the presence of

capital-skill complementarity and two types of capital implies that the numbers for the two

groups are different.

For labor costs it is simple. We find that the skill premium in the data equals 1.9846.

The expected costs of a vacancy in the model equals
cTW
φT

, where cTW is the flow cost and φT

is the probability of filling a vacancy. The numbers we report above imply that φH = 0.1017

and φL = 0.2165. Solving
cLW
φL

= 0.5023 and
cHW
φH

= 1.9846 · 0.5023, we find cHW = 0.1014 and

cLW = 0.1087.

The specification of the production function in Krusell, Ohanian, Ŕıos-Rull, and Violante

(2000) features capital-skill complementarity, so that more capital is bought when a high-

skilled worker is hired than when a low-skilled worker is hired. The relative sizes of capital

equipment and capital structures needed can be computed from the first-order conditions (17)

and (18). For skilled workers, the implicit function theorem provides us with two functions

ks(h) and ke(h) solving the two first-order conditions, keeping the number of unskilled workers

fixed. Analogously for unskilled workers, we get two functions ks(l) and ke(l). The relative

capital needs for capital equipment then equals
∂ke(h)
∂h

∂ke(l)
∂l

and the relative capital needs for capital

structures equals
∂ks(h)
∂h

∂ks(l)
∂l

. Evaluating these expressions at the steady state gives
∂ke(h)
∂h

∂ke(l)
∂l

= 8.3384

and
∂ks(h)
∂h

∂ks(l)
∂l

= 1.9846.

We can now compute the flow capital costs for high-skilled cHe (for equipment) and cHs

(for structures) and for low skilled: cLe (for equipment) and cLs (for structures). The different

capital needs imply that cHe = 8.3384cLe and cHs = 1.9846cLs .

The average flow cost for equipment equals cHe
vH

vH+vL
+ cLe

vL

vH+vL
and that for structures

equals cHs
vH

vH+vL
+cLs

vL

vH+vL
. Since the capital income share for structures equals 0.117 and that

for equipment equals (1/3− 0.117) we solve

cHe
vH

vH + vL
+ cLe

vL

vH + vL
=

1/3− 0.117

2/3
0.6023 (25)

cHs
vH

vH + vL
+ cLs

vL

vH + vL
=

0.117

1/3
0.6023 (26)
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We find cHe = 1.4359, cHs = 0.3585, cLe = 0.1722 and cLs = 0.1806. Thus, overall, the flow costs

of posting a vacancy for high-skilled workers equals cH = 1.4359 + 0.3585 + 0.1014 = 1.8958

and for low-skilled workers it equals cL = 0.1722 + 0.1806 + 0.1087 = 0.4615.

Remaining Parameters. Ten parameters remain to be determined: the values of non-market

activity, zH , zL, worker’s bargaining weights, βH , βL, the matching function parameters, χH ,

χL, γH , γL, and depreciation factors for capital structures and equipment, d∗s, d
∗
e. We choose

the values for these parameters to match the data on the average value for labor market

tightness for skilled and unskilled workers, the elasticity of wages with respect to aggregate

productivity, the relative elasticity of wages with respect to aggregate productivity of skilled

and unskilled workers, the average values for the job-finding rates of skilled and unskilled

workers, the elasticity of the aggregate job-finding rate with respect to aggregate labor market

tightness, the relative elasticity of the job-finding rate with respect to aggregate labor market

tightness of skilled and unskilled workers, and the standard deviations of capital structures

and equipment. Thus, there are ten targets, all described in the previous paragraphs, to pin

down ten parameters.

To find the values of these parameters we solve the model numerically according to the

computational algorithm described in Appendix II. The performance of the model in matching

calibration targets is described in Table 1. We are able to match the targets almost exactly.

Calibrated parameter values can be found in Table 2. To understand these results, it is useful to

recall how the two key parameters - the bargaining power and the value of non-market activity

- are determined in the homogeneous worker case (Hagedorn and Manovskii, 2008a). The

bargaining power is chosen to match the elasticity of wages, since a higher bargaining power

of workers makes wages more responsive to changes in productivity. The level of non-market

activity is then chosen to match the average level of wages. The average level of wages, holding

fixed other parameters such as the separation rate and the interest rate, depends one-for-one

on expected hiring costs c/φ, since a higher level of expected costs requires higher profits and

thus lower average wages. The same logic applies here. Since expected vacancy posting costs

c/φ are about four times higher for high-skilled workers than for low-skilled workers (relative

to productivity), zH is substantially lower than zL (relative to productivity). The bargaining

power is again chosen to match the elasticity of wages with one modification. We match
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the elasticity of wages with respect to average productivity and not with respect to marginal

productivity, since the latter is not directly observable. For the targeted elasticity it holds that

εwT ,p = εwT ,pT · εpT ,p, which makes a difference, since εpT ,p does not equal one (εx,y denotes the

elasticity of x with respect to y.). We find that εpH ,p = 1.316 and εpL,p = 0.935, since changes

in capital equipment mainly affect pH . In equilibrium, the effect due to a higher volatility of

productivity for high-skilled workers outweighs the effect due to a higher productivity elasticity

of their wages, implying a lower bargaining power for them compared to low-skilled workers. A

similar reasoning applies to measuring the elasticity of the matching function. It is identified

by the elasticity of the job-finding rate with respect to the aggregate market tightness θ

because θT is not observable. It holds that εfT ,θ = εfT ,θT · εθT ,θ. We find that εθH ,θ = 0.837 and

εθL,θ = 1.056.16,17 The choice of the remaining parameters is simple. The matching function

efficiency parameter χT determines the job finding rate and the depreciation factors are chosen

to match the standard deviations of capital structures and equipment.

4 Business-Cycle Properties of the Model

The statistics of interest, computed from quarterly U.S. data from 1979:1-2006:4 and the

results from the calibrated model are presented in Table 3.

Aggregate Results. A comparison between the corresponding statistics reveals that the

model matches the key business-cycle facts quite well. In particular, the volatility of aggre-

gate labor market tightness, unemployment, and vacancies is quite close to that in the data.

Moreover, the model generates a strong negative correlation between unemployment and va-

cancies, i.e., the Beveridge curve.

Results by Skill Group. In the data the unemployment rate is 2.6% for skilled workers

and 8.4% for unskilled ones. Both of these rates are highly volatile, with respective standard

16Note that fT (θT ) = χT (θT )1−γ
T

and
(1−γH)εθH,θ
(1−γL)εθL,θ

= 0.801·0.837
0.471·1.056 = 1.348, very close to the target for

εfH ,θ/εfL,θ. The small difference arises since we compute our targets on model generated data.
17An anonymous referee generously pointed out to us that, consistently with our findings, one observes a

negative relationship between the unemployment elasticity of the matching function and the employment share

of skilled labor in cross-industry data available in Table C14 of the Online Appendix to Sahin, Song, Topa,

and Violante (2014).
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Table 1: Matching the Calibration Targets.

Target Value

Data Model

1. Elasticity of wages wrt agg. productivity, εw,p 0.674 0.671

2. Relative elasticity of wages wrt agg. productivity, εwH ,p/εwL,p 1.770 1.774

3. Skilled job-finding rate, fH 0.106 0.105

4. Unskilled job-finding rate, fL 0.127 0.126

5. Skilled average market tightness, θH 1.044 1.047

6. Unskilled average market tightness, θL 0.586 0.585

7. Elasticity of agg. job-finding wrt agg. market tightness, εf,θ 0.500 0.513

8. Relative elas. of job-finding wrt agg. mrkt tightness, εfH ,θ/εfL,θ 1.335 1.332

9. Standard deviation of capital structures 0.003 0.003

10. Standard deviation of capital equipment 0.010 0.010

Note - The table describes the performance of the model in matching the calibration targets.

Table 2: Calibrated Parameter Values.

Parameter Definition Value

zH skilled value of non-market activity (share of their productivity) 0.813

zL unskilled value of non-market activity (share of their productivity) 0.929

βH skilled workers’ bargaining power 0.069

βL unskilled workers’ bargaining power 0.112

γH skilled matching function elasticity 0.199

γL unskilled matching function elasticity 0.529

χH skilled matching function efficiency 0.102

χL unskilled matching function efficiency 0.164

d∗s depreciation factor of capital structures 11.200

d∗e depreciation factor of capital equipment 1.399

Note - The table contains the calibrated parameter values in the benchmark calibration.
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Table 3: Data and Results from the Calibrated Model.

Statistic Value

Data Model

1. St. dev. of agg. productivity, p 0.013 0.013

2. Autocorr. of agg. productivity, p 0.765 0.765

3. St. dev. of agg. unemployment, u 0.090 0.086

4. St. dev. of agg. vacancies, v 0.116 0.110

5. St. dev. of agg. market tightness, θ 0.202 0.196

6. Corr. of agg. unemployment and vacancies -0.910 -0.777

1. St. dev. of skilled productivity, pH — 0.018

2. Autocorr. of skilled productivity, pH — 0.782

3. St. dev. of skilled unemployment, uH 0.111 0.114

4. St. dev. of skilled vacancies, vH — 0.078

5. St. dev. of skilled market tightness, θH — 0.162

1. St. dev. of unskilled productivity, pL — 0.013

2. Autocorr. of unskilled productivity, pL — 0.763

3. St. dev. of unskilled unemployment, uL 0.085 0.083

4. St. dev. of unskilled vacancies, vL — 0.133

5. St. dev. of unskilled market tightness, θL — 0.206

Note - Seasonally adjusted aggregate unemployment, u, is constructed by the Bureau of Labor

Statistics (BLS) from the Current Population Survey (CPS). Seasonally adjusted skill-group

unemployment, uH and uL, is constructed by the authors from the monthly Current Population

Survey (CPS). The seasonally adjusted help-wanted advertising index, v, is constructed by the

Conference Board. u, uH , uL, and v are quarterly averages of monthly series. Average labor

productivity p is seasonally adjusted quarterly real non-farm business output constructed by

the BLS from the NIPA divided by non-farm business employment from the monthly Current

Population Survey. All variables are reported in logs as deviations from an HP trend with

smoothing parameter 1600.
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deviations of the HP-filtered logged unemployment rate of 0.111 and 0.085. Thus, while low-

skilled workers account for most of the fluctuations in unemployment, the unemployment rate

of skilled workers is even more volatile in percentage terms.18

The model does an excellent job in matching these observations. It generates unemploy-

ment rates of 2.6% for skilled workers and 8.4% for unskilled ones, with respective standard

deviations of the HP-filtered logged unemployment rate of 0.114 and 0.083. To understand

these results we compute these statistics twice for two economies populated by homogeneous

agents only. The first economy is populated by low skilled workers only and we thus use the

parameters for unskilled workers from our heterogeneous agent economy. The second economy

is populated by high skilled workers only and we thus use the parameters for skilled workers

from our heterogeneous agent economy. We find that for the skilled worker economy, market

tightness is 9.2 times more volatile than their productivity. This high value, despite a low

value of zH = 0.813, is mainly due to two differences between an economy consisting only of

skilled workers and the representative agent economy (the homogeneous agent economy cal-

ibrated to the same aggregate statistics as in this paper). First, the productivity process for

high-skilled workers is more persistent than for the representative agent. Second, the matching

function elasticity for skilled workers, γH , equals 0.199 whereas this elasticity equals 0.5 in

the representative agent case. Equation (27) in Footnote 19 explains why such a difference

in the matching function elasticities results in a different productivity elasticity of market

tightness. The high ratio of the volatility of market tightness to the volatility of productivity

then translates into a high volatility of market tightness since the productivity process for

high-skilled workers is also more volatile than for the representative agent.

For unskilled workers, the standard deviation of HP-filtered log market tightness θL is

0.206, which is 15.8 times higher than the volatility of their productivity. This higher volatility

for low-skilled workers is due to a higher value of zL = 0.929 (relative to their productivity). In

the representative agent model of Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a), a value of z = 0.94 would

be required to generate a volatility of market tightness of 0.206. A value of z = 0.929 would

generate a volatility of only 0.177 in that model. The difference is due to a separation rate of

low-skilled workers that is higher than the one used in the representative agent economy in

18Interestingly, Castro and Coen-Pirani (2008) show that over the time period that we study even employ-

ment of skilled workers is more volatile than that of low-skilled workers.
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Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a).19

The matching function translates the volatility of market tightness into volatile unemploy-

ment. For each group, the steady state elasticity of unemployment with respect to productivity

can be expressed as

εuT ,pT = εuT ,fT · εfT ,θT · εθT ,pT = −(1− uT

NT
)(1− γT )εθT ,pT (28)

Our finding that 1− γH = 1− 0.199 is substantially larger than 1− γL = 1− 0.529 explains

why high-skilled unemployment is more volatile than low-skilled unemployment, although the

opposite ordering between groups holds for market tightness.

The aggregate statistics targeted in this paper differ from those in Hagedorn and Manovskii

(2008a). We now calibrate the linear model with homogeneous workers in Hagedorn and

Manovskii (2008a) to match these same aggregate statistics. In particular, we target a wage

elasticity of 0.67 (instead of 0.45 in Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a)) and also make the

distinction between the total separation rate and the separation rate into unemployment. We

find a standard deviation of market tightness of 0.11 and a standard deviation of unemploy-

ment of 0.049, which represent only about one-half of the corresponding numbers in the data.

As we have shown above, only after we allow for heterogeneity, the model is able to replicate

the observed volatilities. Two simple observations explain this finding. First, the volatility

of unemployment is an increasing and convex function of z (see equation (27)). Second, the

calibrated value of z in the homogeneous worker model lies between the two values zH and zL

and is close to their weighted average. As a consequence, low-skilled unemployment and thus

also overall unemployment are substantially more volatile than unemployment in the homo-

geneous worker model. To summarize, we find that the extended MP model calibrated using

the strategy proposed in Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a) is consistent with labor market

volatilities in the aggregate, once we allow for heterogeneity, and in subgroups.

19 Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a) derive, in the model without aggregate uncertainty, the elasticity of

labor market tightness with respect to aggregate productivity to be:

εθ,p =
p

p− z
βf(θ) + (1− δ(1− s))/δ

βf(θ) + (1− η)(1− δ(1− s))/δ
, (27)

where η is the elasticity of f(θ) with respect to θ. This equation may be used to quite accurately evaluate the

impact of various parameter values, such as the separation rate, on the volatility of market tightness.
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Robustness. The only target in our benchmark calibration that is not standard is the elas-

ticity of wages with respect to aggregate productivity. Recall that we define productivity as

non-farm business output divided by employment from the monthly Current Population Sur-

vey. Shimer (2005a) used the same measure of output but divided it by employment measured

in the Current Employment Statistics. The estimated elasticity of wages with respect to aggre-

gate productivity is affected by this choice. Our measure of productivity implies an elasticity

of 0.67, while Shimer’s measure implies an elasticity of only 0.5.20 We now recalibrate the

model to match the same calibration targets but target a low wage elasticity of 0.5.

The performance of the model in matching the calibration targets with a low wage elas-

ticity, the calibrated parameter values, and the results are described in Appendix Tables A-1,

A-2, and A-3, respectively. The changes in the calibrated values of the bargaining power β

and the value of non-market activity z are as expected. A lower value for the targeted wage

elasticity for both groups leads to lower values for the bargaining power of both types, βH and

βL. Since the expected costs of posting vacancies remain unchanged, per period profits and

thus average wages do not change either. To generate the same level of wages with a lower

bargaining power requires then a higher value of non-market activity for both types, zH and

zL. Higher values of non-market activity result in more volatile labor market variables in the

aggregate and for each worker type as compared to the benchmark calibration.

An additional benefit of this experiment is that it (coincidentally) targets virtually the

same aggregate statistics computed over the 1951-2004 period as in Shimer (2005a) and Hage-

dorn and Manovskii (2008a). For comparison, we reproduce these statistics in Column (1) of

Appendix Table A-3 and the results from the calibration of the linear MP model with homo-

geneous workers in Column (3) (targeting the same aggregate statistics as in the model with

heterogeneity). A comparison of the results based on the model with worker heterogeneity

with the results from the linear model implies that the model with worker heterogeneity again

generates a higher volatility of aggregate labor market statistics and is closer to the data than

the homogeneous worker model.

A new feature of our calibration is that we make a distinction between the total separation

rate and the separation rate into unemployment. We now recalibrate the model to match the

20The differences between the cyclical properties of these series are documented in Hagedorn and Manovskii

(2011), who also argue why a productivity measure based on CPS employment might be preferred.
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same calibration targets but without making this distinction. The performance of the model

in matching the calibration targets, calibrated parameter values, and results are described

in Appendix Tables A-4, A-5, and A-6, respectively. A lower total separation rate increases

expected profits from a filled vacancy. Since vacancy posting costs are unchanged, a higher

value of non-market activity z is required to keep profits unchanged. A higher value of z leads

to more volatility in market tightness and in wages. Thus a lower value of the bargaining weight

is chosen to match a wage elasticity of 0.67. Again the model with heterogeneity is closer to

the data, since the linear model with homogeneous workers generates too little volatility.

Finally, we have assumed throughout the paper that the two shocks, εA,t and εq,t are

independent. Estimating their correlation in the data, we obtain a correlation of 0.2644. We

have recalibrated the model with this correlation and found that our results are not affected.

Introducing this correlation makes capital slightly more volatile because the price of capital

equipment is lower when TFP is higher. However, the depreciation factors adjust to match

capital volatility in the data, and all other statistics remain unchanged.

5 Tax Policy Experiments

In this section we investigate the effects of changes in tax policies under two scenarios. First,

when productivity is exogenous and second, when productivity is endogenous because workers

are heterogeneous and interact through the production side of the economy. Specifically, we

consider how unemployment responds to changes in the labor income tax rate, in the sales tax

and in the capital income tax rate in the two scenarios. The effects of these policy changes

are easy to compute since they are equivalent to changing the value of non-market activity,

or equivalently changing labor productivity. Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a) show that the

equilibrium with a labor tax rate τw is equivalent to the equilibrium without a labor tax

but where z is replaced by z
1−τw . An equilibrium with a sales tax of τs is equivalent to an

equilibrium without a sales tax but where productivity p is replace by p(1 − τs). Finally,

imposing a capital income tax rate τk changes optimal capital accumulation in a steady state
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(with the normalization q = 1) according to the two equations:

(Fks(t+ 1)− ds)(1− τk) =
1

δ
− 1, (29)

(Fke(t+ 1)− de)(1− τk) =
1

δ
− 1. (30)

The direct impact of taxing capital income is to lower investment, which then leads to a drop

in labor productivity.

In the next section, we analyze how productivity and unemployment respond to tax policy

changes theoretically before assessing this relationship quantitatively. We study the effects of

changes in z (corresponding to a change in labor taxes), but all of our results fully apply to

changes in consumption taxes and capital income tax rates since only the difference between

p and z, p− z matters.

5.1 Theoretical Analysis

In this section, we show that a change in z changes not only employment but also productivity,

which can mitigate or amplify the changes in employment. If, for example, an increase in z

increases productivity, the drop in employment is smaller than it would be with a constant

level of productivity. To show this we consider a simplified (relative to equation (2)) constant

return to scale (CRS) production technology

yt = G(l, h, k), (31)

where k is capital and l and h are two different labor types, and G is increasing and concave

in each argument.21

A drop in l (due to an increase in zl) increases the productivity Gl of low-skilled workers

if the levels of h and k are unchanged. But h and k adjust as well, and this adjustment can

overturn this conclusion, depending on the properties of G. The following sections investigate

these properties.

21The technology in (2) takes this form for α = 0. Since (2) combines capital structures and G through a

Cobb-Douglas aggregator, assuming (2) would not change the conclusions of this section. The Cobb-Douglas

specification implies that capital structures change one-for-one with G.
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5.1.1 Equilibrium Conditions for Capital, Employment and Market Tightness

Given the production function G, we now consider how the productivities Gl, Gh and Gk,

labor inputs l and h, capital k and the policy parameter z are related.

Capital solves the first-order condition (d is the depreciation rate)

Gk =
1

δ
− (1− d), (32)

which defines capital implicitly as a function of l and h: k(l, h).

For the two labor inputs, we can derive in the case of no aggregate uncertainty (see Hage-

dorn and Manovskii, 2008a) the following relationship between market tightness and produc-

tivity for each group (we suppress the dependence on type T ).

1− δ(1− s)
δq(θ)

+ βθ =
p− z
c

(1− β). (33)

The steady state conditions for employment l and h are

l =
fL(θL)

sL + fL(θL)
and h =

fH(θH)

sH + fH(θH)
. (34)

The last two equations together imply two functions that relate the level of employment to p

and z:

l = L(pl, zl), (35)

h = H(ph, zh). (36)

Denote the marginal productivity of group l:

pl = Gl(l, h, k), (37)

and the marginal productivity of group h:

ph = Gh(l, h, k). (38)

Taking into account that capital k is a function of l and h, k(l, h), allows us to express

productivities as functions of l and h only

pl = Gl(l, h, k(l, h)) = πl(l, h), (39)

ph = Gh(l, h, k(l, h)) = πh(l, h). (40)
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Plugging the expression for L(pl, zl) and H(ph, zh) into the functions π, results in two functions

A and B:

pl = A(pl, zl, ph, zh) = πl(L(pl, zl), H(ph, zh)), (41)

ph = B(pl, zl, ph, zh) = πh(L(pl, zl), H(ph, zh)), (42)

which jointly describe the two productivity levels (pl, ph) as a fixed point, depending on the

two parameters (zl, zh). We now want to investigate how changing (zl, zh) affects the fixed

point (pl, ph).

In Appendix III we establish the following results (εx,y denotes the elasticity of x w.r.t y):

- If (εL,zl− εH,zh) > 0 then productivity increases for low-skilled workers and decreases for

high-skilled workers in response to a one percent increase in both zl and zh.

- Low skilled labor increases and high skilled labor decreases due to the change in pro-

ductivity. If in addition εL,pl − pl

ph
εH,ph > 0 then overall employment increases.

The assumption for the first result states that employment of low skilled workers responds

stronger than employment of high skilled workers to a change in z. This implies that the capital

stock does not drop enough to keep the productivity of low-skilled workers invariant and

thus their productivity increases. The capital stock drops too much to keep the productivity

of high-skilled workers invariant and thus their productivity decreases. If, however, εL,zl −

εH,zh = 0 then productivity remains unchanged as the capital stock can adjust to keep both

productivities invariant. The second result then states that these productivity changes result

in the obvious employment changes for the two groups. If productivity increases employment

increases and if productivity decreases employment decreases. The last assumption ensures

that the employment increase for low skilled workers is larger than the employment decrease

for high skilled workers.

5.2 Quantitative Evaluation

In this section we investigate quantitatively the effect of labor, sales and capital income tax

rates on unemployment and productivity. In each experiment we keep all the parameter values

the same as in our benchmark calibration except for increasing the value of non-market activity
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z in the case of a labor tax or decreasing labor productivity p in case of a sales or capital

income tax. An increase in the labor income tax rate by one percentage point amounts to

increasing (zL, zH) to ( zH

1−0.01 ,
zL

1−0.01). A one percentage point increase in the sales tax rate

leads to a decrease of labor productivity from (pL, pH) to ((1− 0.01)pL, (1− 0.01)pH). Finally

a one percentage point increase in the capital income tax rate lowers the return on capital r

to (1− 0.01)r, as described above.

In all these experiments we assume that the value of non-market activity is invariant

with respect to tax policy.22 This is obviously a strong assumption. For example, unemployed

workers also have to pay a sales tax and thus suffer from a tax increase to the extent that

z measures not only the value of leisure but also receiving unemployment benefits or being

self-employed. For example, if a third of the value of z reflects unemployment insurance,

then the value of z should be decreased by a third of a percentage point dampening the

policy effects by about a third. A similar argument applies to a labor income tax rate if

unemployment benefits are taxed as in, e.g., the U.S., or are determined as a fraction of after-

tax wages, as in, e.g., Germany. If the latter case, an increase in labor tax rates lowers the

net wage and thus unemployment benefits for a fixed replacement ratio. Finally, we did not

model a direct link between the level of productivity and z. It is likely, however, that such a

relationship exists. Hall and Milgrom (2008) introduce curvature into preferences in the MP

model. With some assumption on preference parameters (they assume preferences inconsistent

with balanced growth) they derive z as a function of consumption levels of employed and

unemployed workers (which would be affected by, e.g., permanent changes in productivity).

The RBC model with balanced growth preferences may provide some guidance to the direction

and magnitude of the impact of a change in p on z. For example, a change in capital income

tax rate in that model has no effect on employment (Prescott, 2004). This would correspond

to z decreasing by the same amount as p in response to an increase in τk. Therefore the

numbers found here should be considered upper bounds on policy effects (see Appendix IV for

an additional illustration).23 However, this reasoning does not affect our comparison of policy

22Note, that as we mentioned above the increase in labor tax is equivalent to an increase in z. This does

not contradict the invariance assumption because there are no additional effects of the tax change on z.
23Pissarides (1998) also finds that the magnitude of unemployment changes depend on whether unem-

ployment benefits are indexed to wages (or not), with much larger effects if unemployment benefits (z) are

invariant.
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effects in models with endogenous and exogenous productivity since we compute percentage

differences.

The results of performing these experiments are presented in Column 1 of Table 4. For

labor income tax rates we find that the overall unemployment rate increases by 6.7% (from

7.0% to 7.5%), the low skill unemployment rate increases by 6.6% (from 8.6% to 9.2%), and

the high skill unemployment rate increases by 7.5% (from 2.7% to 2.9%). For the sales tax

the findings are very similar (as they would also be in an RBC model with Walrasian labor

markets). The overall unemployment rate increases by 7.3%, the low skill unemployment rate

increases by 7.1%, and the high skill unemployment rate increases by 9.1%. Finally, for the

capital income tax we find that the overall unemployment rate increases by 0.9%, the low

skill unemployment rate increases by 0.8%, and the high skill unemployment rate increases

by 1.9%.

Section 5.1 implies that the change in unemployment can be decomposed into the effect due

to productivity changes and a composition effect. Column 2 of Table 4 illustrates that with a

constant level of productivity, the response of low-skilled unemployment to the same increase

in labor tax rates would be to increase by 8.5% and high-skilled unemployment would increase

by 7.2% leading to the overall increase in unemployment with unchanged productivity of 8.4%.

The endogenous change in productivity reduces the strength of these effects. As reported in

Table 5, productivity of low-skilled workers increases by 0.194% and productivity of high

skilled decreases by 0.028%. This accounts for the smaller increases in unemployment in the

model with endogenous productivity, with the extent of the difference reported in Column 3

of Table 4. Tables 4 and 5 show that the effects of changes in sales taxes are very similar to

the effects of changing the labor tax. In both cases the endogenous change in productivity

dampens the effects of changes in tax rates by about 25%. The effects of changes in capital

income tax rates are dampened even stronger, by about 38%. Since capital income taxes affects

labor productivity only indirectly, the unemployment rate responds by less than in the case

of labor or sale taxes.

These policy effects are considerably lower than those implied by the standard MP model

with homogeneous workers. A meaningful comparison of the size of policy effects between

the two models requires that they both generate the same amount of volatility in market

tightness. Otherwise, one model could generate small policy effects just because it does not
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Table 4: Semi-Elasticities of Unemployment with Respect to Changes in Tax Rates.

Endogenous Prod. Exogenous Prod. Difference

(1) (2) (3)

Labor Income Tax

Overall Unemployment 6.705 8.409 25.416

Low Skilled Unemployment 6.611 8.547 29.291

High Skilled Unemployment 7.504 7.238 -3.545

Sales Tax

Overall Unemployment 7.343 9.161 24.749

Low Skilled Unemployment 7.139 9.186 28.668

High Skilled Unemployment 9.077 8.951 -1.389

Capital Income Tax

Overall Unemployment 0.907 1.249 37.689

Low Skilled Unemployment 0.793 1.274 60.830

High Skilled Unemployment 1.887 1.032 -45.312

Note - Entries are semi-elasticities with exogenous and endogenous productivity: percentage changes of

overall unemployment, high skilled unemployment and low skilled unemployment in response to a one

percentage point increase in the labor income tax rate, the sales tax rate and the capital income tax rate,

respectively. The column “Difference” reports the percentage difference between Columns 1 and 2.

generate much volatility (an arbitrarily low value of z would ensure this). To generate a

volatility of 0.296 in the linear model requires that z = 0.928 (all other parameters except for

vacancy posting costs are chosen to match the same aggregate statistics as in our benchmark

calibration). For this value of z we find a semi-elasticity of the overall unemployment rate of

9.5% for sales taxation, 8.6% for labor taxation and 1.2% for capital taxation.

The results are even stronger if one considers the low wage elasticity calibration. In that

case we have to set z = 0.942 in the standard model to generate a volatility of 0.246, the

volatility generated by our model with heterogeneous agents (and a low wage elasticity) as

described in Appendix Table A-6. This implies a semi-elasticity of 13.3% for sales taxation,
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Table 5: Percentage Change of Productivity in Response to Changes in Tax Rates.

Endogenous Prod. Exogenous Prod.

(1) (2)

Labor Income Tax

Overall Productivity 0.179 0.014

Low Skilled Productivity 0.194 0.000

High Skilled Productivity -0.028 0.000

Sales Tax

Overall Productivity 0.191 0.010

Low Skilled Productivity 0.204 0.000

High Skilled Productivity -0.013 0.000

Capital Income Tax

Overall Productivity -0.127 0.000

Low Skilled Productivity 0.096 0.000

High Skilled Productivity -0.226 0.000

Note - percentage changes of overall productivity (output per worker), high skilled productivity and low

skilled productivity (both marginal productivities) in response to a one percentage point increase in the

labor income tax rate, the sales tax rate and the capital income tax rate, respectively. Productivity is

before subtracting sales taxes.

a semi-elasticity of 12.6% for labor taxation and a semi-elasticity of 2.0 for capital taxa-

tion, whereas our model with heterogeneity implies semi-elasticities of 9.3%, 8.7% and 1.2%,

respectively.

5.3 Empirical Evidence on the Effects of Policy Changes

In the previous sections we have established several results on the effects of changes in labor

taxation, sales taxation and capital income taxation on unemployment and productivity. We

found that the semi-elasticities of unemployment with respect to labor and sales taxes are

of about equal size, 7%, whereas capital income taxes have only very small effects. We also
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showed that an increase in both labor and sales taxes leads to a decrease in the skill premium

since the productivity of low skilled workers increases whereas the productivity of high skill

workers decreases. Furthermore, because of these endogenous productivity responses, the per-

centage change in the unemployment rate is higher for high skilled than for low skilled workers.

Due to this neutralizing effect, we do not expect to find that increases in unemployment are

concentrated among low skilled workers. In this section we use cross-country evidence to verify

whether these model predictions are consistent with the data. In particular, we ask how much

of the differences in unemployment rates between countries can be accounted for by differ-

ences in tax policy. Table 6 uses data on tax rates and unemployment rates for the OECD

countries to provide some evidence on the empirical effects of taxation.24 We regress the log

of the unemployment rate on various tax measures. Thus, the numbers in the table represent

the semi-elasticity of unemployment with respect to the respective tax variable. Column (1)

establishes that, as expected, capital income taxes have virtually no effect on unemployment

whereas the effects of labor and sales taxes are substantial and of similar magnitude. We can

thus define a tax wedge as the sum of the labor tax rate and the sales tax rate and we do

not expect the results to change. Column (2), which shows the result from a regression of un-

employment on this tax wedge and capital income taxation, confirms this. A one percentage

point increase in the tax wedge increases unemployment by 8.436 percent. Summing labor and

sales taxation seems also appropriate from a fiscal perspective since different governments may

choose different combinations of sales and labor taxation to generate the same tax revenue.

It is then conceivable that by pure chance high unemployment countries choose, say, labor

taxation and low unemployment countries choose sales taxation. A similar argument could

apply to capital income taxation and unemployment insurance although the revenue from

capital income taxes is much lower than that raised from labor taxes and the expenditures

on unemployment insurance are only a small fraction of government expenditures. However,

24We use data on effective labor, capital, and sales taxes for a number of the OECD countries over 1965-1996

period provided by Enrique Mendoza on his webpage http://econ-server.umd.edu/∼mendoza/pp/taxdata.pdf

and .../newtaxdata.pdf. The data were constructed using the method described in Mendoza, Razin, and Tesar

(1994). Data on the unemployment rates for these countries was provided by Jim Costain on his webpage

http://www.econ.upf.edu/∼costain/rbcmatch/webpage/bcui.html. See Costain and Reiter (2008) for the de-

tailed description of the data. Since unemployment data used in Costain and Reiter (2008) refers to five-year

averages, we average the tax data similarly in the years when it is available.
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Table 6: Evidence on the Effects of Taxes on Unemployment

Tax Measure (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Labor tax 8.465 9.171

Sales tax 7.889 8.314

Capital tax 0.507 0.518 -0.193 -0.203

Tax Wedge 1 8.436 9.199

Tax Wedge 2 3.746 3.129

Tax Wedge 3 1.806 2.001

Other controls No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note - The dependent variable is the log of unemployment rate. The numbers represent the semi-elasticity

of unemployment with respect to the respective tax variable. All regressions include country fixed effects.

Following Nickell and Layard (1999) and Costain and Reiter (2008), Columns 5 through 8 include addi-

tional controls: unemployment benefit replacement rate (except column 8), indices of benefit duration,

employment protection, union density, and bargaining coordination, and the percent of households who

are owner-occupiers. Tax Wedge 1 = labor tax rate + sales tax, Tax Wedge 2 = labor tax rate + sales

tax + capital income tax rate, Tax Wedge 3 = labor tax rate + sales tax + capital income tax rate +

replacement rate. We use the same panel as Costain and Reiter (2008) of 19 OECD countries (Portugal

excluded) aggregated over eight 5-year periods for 1960-1999.

summing all these policy rates seems problematic since they have substantially different ef-

fects on unemployment. Columns (3) and (4) show that indeed the effects of these wedges are

diluted.25 Finally, Columns (5) - (8) redo the experiments from Columns (1) - (4) but add

the additional controls used by Costain and Reiter (2008) and Nickell and Layard (1999) that

may also affect unemployment. These controls include unemployment insurance replacement

rates (not included in column 8 because the replacement rate is already part of Tax Wedge 3),

indices of benefit duration, employment protection, union density, and bargaining coordina-

tion, and the percent of households who are owner-occupiers. Adding these controls does not

significantly affect our results. We therefore conclude that a one percentage point increase in

labor or consumption tax rates increases unemployment by about 8 percent.26

25The tax wedge in Costain and Reiter (2008), building on Nickell and Layard (1999), includes income taxes

which also fall on capital income.
26An increase in the unemployment rate by 8 percent from 5.7% (sample mean) to 6.16% corresponds to a

decrease of 100 * employment by 0.456 (population has measure one). Gordon (2007) finds similar numbers

in his survey of the literature. He reports −0.47 for the response of hours per capita to tax changes and about

−0.4 for the response of employment per capita.
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(c) Relative Unemployment and Tax Wedge

Figure 1: Panel a)+b): Tax wedge (sum of labor and sales taxes) in percentage points, Skill premium is the

percentage difference in wages between high and low skilled workers. Panel c): relative unemployment rate is

log(low skill unemployment rate over high skill unemployment rate).

We now provide evidence for how the differences in tax policies across countries affect the

skill premium and the relative unemployment rates for different skill groups. We use data

from a number of the OECD countries from 1996-2000 on the skill premium for both men and

women and for the unemployment rates for college and high school workers.27 We compute the

average of these premia and unemployment rates for each country and we also average the tax

27The data on skill premium come from Strauss and de la Maisonneive (2007). They use households surveys

of the OECD countries in the 1990s to measure the college premium constructed using comparable definitions

of wages and schooling groups across countries. Data on unemployment rates by level of education come

from Eurostat Table “Unemployment rates of the population aged 25-64 by level of education.” Because we

have to use different data sources for constructing the variable, they do not always overlap in their coverage.

We have data on skill premia, unemployment rates by skill and tax wedges for Austria, Belgium, Denmark,

Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom and United States. For Norway and

Switzerland we have only data on tax wedges and unemployment.
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wedge (sum of labor and sales taxes) for these countries between 1990-1999.28 Figure 1 confirms

the predictions of our theory. We find a significant negative effect of the tax wedge on the

skill premium for both men (significant slope −1.007) and women (significant slope −1.271)

and virtually no effect on the ratio of low skill to high skill unemployment (insignificant slope

−0.002), echoing the view expressed in Nickell and Bell (1996) and Gottschalk and Smeeding

(1997).29

6 Conclusion

We extended the basic Mortensen-Pissarides search and matching model along two dimensions.

First, we allowed for ex-ante heterogeneity between workers, low and high skilled. Second, we

allowed two technology shocks, neutral and investment-specific, to be the driving forces of

the economy. Specifically, we integrated the framework of Krusell, Ohanian, Ŕıos-Rull, and

Violante (2000) - a production function with capital-skill complementarity and two skill-groups

- into a business-cycle search and matching model. We calibrated the model using the approach

in Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a) and found that the model accounts well for the cyclical

behavior of labor market variables in the aggregate and for each demographic group.

Our calibration implies that the flow value of non-market activity of high-skilled workers

is considerably lower than the corresponding value for a representative worker in the model

with homogeneous workers. For low-skilled workers the flow value of non-market activity is

slightly higher than the value for a representative worker. Nevertheless, in the model, as in the

data, the unemployment rates for these two groups of workers are highly and roughly equally

volatile over the business cycle. The fact that the unemployment rate of low-skilled workers

is highly volatile is not surprising given the results in Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008a). The

accounting profits that firms make on these workers are small and thus respond strongly in

percentage terms to fluctuations in the marginal product of these workers. The fact that the

unemployment rate of highly skilled workers is also highly volatile, despite the fact that the

28We average the tax wedge over a longer time period to maximize the number of countries in our sample.

Restricting ourselves to the period 1995-1999 would shrink our sample to G-7 countries only. Our finding are

insensitive to this choice, however.
29The short time period and thus very few data prevent a more elaborate empirical investigation such as

including more controls or country fixed effects.
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accounting profits firms make on them are relatively large, is due to the higher volatility and

the higher persistence of their marginal product relative to the representative worker case.

We find that the response of unemployment to changes in taxes is substantially lower in

the model with worker heterogeneity than in the model with homogeneous workers if both

models generate the same volatility of market tightness. We show that this difference in policy

effects is due to an endogenous response of productivity. Consider, for example, an increase

in labor taxes. Because the flow utility of unemployment for high-skilled workers is relatively

low, a change in taxes does not substantially affect the decisions of firms to post vacancies in

a hope of hiring these workers. Thus, they serve as a fixed factor in the aggregate production.

Because capital equipment is complementary with these workers and since the stock of high-

skilled workers is little changed, the stock of capital equipment is little changed as well, even in

the long run. In turn, if the productivity of low-skilled workers remained unchanged, a change

in policy that squeezes the profits that firms make on them would induce firms to post fewer

vacancies and the employment of low-skilled workers would fall. However, as their employment

falls, their productivity increases because capital equipment and high-skilled workers remain

in place. This increase in productivity of low-skilled workers acts to restore the profits that

firms make on these workers and counteracts the effect of the change in the policy. Thus, the

endogenous response of productivity significantly dampens the effect of a change in taxes on

unemployment. Note that these effects are driven by the presence of worker heterogeneity and

not by the curvature in the production per se. With a one-sector Cobb-Douglas production

function, capital would adjust after a change in policy to keep the capital-labor ratio and thus

productivity constant.

We have shown that the semielasticity of unemployment with respect to changes in the tax

wedge implied by the model is quantitatively consistent with the data. Moreover, the model

matches the evidence that countries with higher tax rates have higher aggregate productivity,

lower skill premia, and higher unemployment rates among both high- and low-skilled work-

ers. This evidence provides support for the key mechanism in the model based on worker

heterogeneity.

While our focus in this paper was on understanding the effects of taxation, empirical evi-

dence shows that other policies, such as changes in the generosity of unemployment insurance,

also have large effects on unemployment (Hagedorn, Karahan, Manovskii, and Mitman, 2013;
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Hagedorn, Manovskii, and Mitman, 2015). Ljungqvist and Sargent (1998, 2008) argue that the

rise in European unemployment can be accounted for by the increase in the depreciation rate

of human capital upon job displacement interacted with more generous unemployment insur-

ance in Europe. They do not consider the ability of their model to match business cycle facts.

We think it would be fruitful to take into account the endogenous response of productivity to

policy changes in their framework as well.

While we study the effects of worker heterogeneity in the MP model, a number of pa-

pers have recently investigated the quantitative implications of heterogeneity of productivi-

ties across jobs (e.g., Hornstein, Krusell, and Violante (2007), Michelacci and Lopez-Salido

(2007), Pissarides and Vallanti (2007)). Most closely related to our analysis is the contribution

by Hornstein, Krusell, and Violante (2007) who study the effects of labor market policies, in-

cluding tax wedges, in determining the effect of the faster capital embodied capital change on

unemployment. They focus on steady states and do not investigate the response of unemploy-

ment to cyclical fluctuations in productivity. Their analysis abstracts from the endogenous

response of productivity to changes in tax policies and thus likely features similar elasticities

of unemployment with respect to cyclical fluctuations in productivity and taxes. Introducing

worker heterogeneity along the lines of our paper into their model would likely help match the

differences in these responses in the data. This appears an interesting extension to pursue.

Our analysis in this paper can be described as a comparison of two stationary economies

(featuring aggregate shocks to productivity and price of capital equipment that do not have

a trend) characterized by different tax rates. Thus, we have abstracted from secular changes

in productivity and in the price of capital equipment. Relatedly, we did not study the secular

increase in the college premium observed in the U.S. in the 1980s and 1990s. A number of

papers, including Acemoglu (1999), Albrecht and Vroman (2002), Shi (2002), Wong (2003),

among others, have explored this issue in the MP model that includes worker heterogeneity

but the productivity changes are exogenous. Krusell, Ohanian, Rı́os-Rull, and Violante (2000)

study the effect of a decline in the price of capital equipment on the college premium in a

frictionless model. It seems to be an interesting extension to evaluate the effects of a decline in

the price of capital equipment in our model and to compare the response of wage inequality,

in particular, across countries with different levels of the tax wedge.

Finally, while our focus in this paper is on unemployment, Prescott (2004), Rogerson
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(2008), Rogerson and Wallenius (2009), among others, have studied the effects of tax policies

on total hours worked using versions of the real business cycle model. The RBC model features

the same trade-off as the basic MP model. As is shown in Prescott (2004), the standard RBC

model with labor supply elasticity equal to 3 matches the cross-country differences in hours

worked in response to differences in taxes. However, as pointed out in Hansen (1985), with this

labor supply elasticity the RBC model generates only about one half of the observed volatility

of hours worked over the business cycle. A higher labor supply elasticity is required to match

the cyclical movements in hours. However, a higher elasticity would imply counterfactually

strong policy effects. Incorporating worker heterogeneity into the RBC model along the lines

proposed in this paper will help break the close linkage between the response of hours to

changes in productivity and the response to changes in tax rates. Just as the version of the

MP model that we proposed, a version of the RBC model with such a mechanism can feature

a strong propagation of productivity shocks and simultaneously weaker policy effects.
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APPENDICES

I Data and Variable Construction Procedures

I.1 Aggregate Data

Output. Output is BLS non-farm business output.30

Employment. Aggregate employment is computed using monthly Current Population

Surveys (MCPS) from January 1976 to December 2006. MCPS data are available at

http://www.nber.org/data/cps basic.html. To make this measure of employment consistent

with the aggregate measure of output we exclude government, private households and unpaid

family workers. We keep government agriculture workers because the CPS did not distin-

guish between private and government workers in agriculture before July 1985. Since there

are only a few government agriculture workers in each sample after June 1985, they do not

affect the results. The only inconsistency is that BLS business output does not include the

output of non-profit institutions but our measure of employment includes employees of those

institutions (because we cannot identify these people in the data). The resulting monthly em-

ployment series is seasonally adjusted using the ratio to moving average method and averaged

into quarterly series.

Productivity. Aggregate productivity is defined as a ratio of output and employment.

Wages. Aggregate wage series is constructed as BLS labor share in non-farm business sector

times productivity.

Capital Structures. We construct quarterly quality-adjusted stock of capital structures

using the perpetual inventory method, ks,t+1 = (1−dst)kst+ ist. Annual series for depreciation

of capital structures, dst, for the period from 1947 to 2000 comes from Cummins and Violante

(2002). To compute the quarterly series we assume constant depreciation during a year. For

the years 2001 through 2006 we assume that dst is constant and equal to its value in the

year 2000. Quality-adjusted investment in structures, ist, is constructed using private fixed

30BLS data used are available at http://data.bls.gov/cgi-bin/dsrv?pr.
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investment in structures (BEA-NIPA Table 5.3.5) deflated by the price index of non-durables

consumption and services, PCONSt.
31 PCONSt is calculated using a Tornqvist procedure.

If we have N goods, the change in the price index is

∆PCONSt =
N∑
i=1

log

(
pit
pit−1

)
sit + sit−1

2
,

and the price index is calculated then recursively

PCONSt = PCONSt−1 exp(∆PCONSt),

where the initial value for the price index is set equal to 1. The price index for good i, pit, i

= non-durables consumption, services, is taken from BEA-NIPA Table 2.3.4 and the nominal

share for good i, sit, is calculated using BEA-NIPA Table 2.3.5. The initial value (year 1947)

for the stock of capital structures comes from BEA-FAT Table 2.1. The obtained series is then

truncated for the years before 1976.

Capital Equipment. Quarterly quality-adjusted stock of capital equipment is also con-

structed using the perpetual inventory method, ke,t+1 = (1 − det)ket + iet. Annual series for

depreciation of capital equipment, det, is also taken from Cummins and Violante (2002), as-

suming that det is constant during a year and equal to its value in the year 2000 during the

period from 2001 to 2006. We construct the series for nominal investment in equipment as the

sum of private fixed investment in equipment (BEA-NIPA Table 5.3.5), changes in inventories

(BEA-NIPA Table 1.1.5) and consumer durables (BEA-NIPA Table 1.1.5) and deflate it by

the price index for equipment investment, PEQt, to get iet. We use PEQt series constructed

by Schorfheide, Rios-Rull, Fuentes-Albero, Santaeulalia-Llopis, and Kryshko (2012). It is con-

structed using the annual price index of equipment investment computed by Cummins and

Violante (2002) and imputing the quarterly movements of the official NIPA price index of

equipment investment.32 The initial value (year = 1947) for the stock of capital equipment

comes from BEA-FAT Table 2.1.The obtained series is then truncated for the years before

1976.33

31As a robustness check we computed the price index of non-durables consumption and services excluding

energy and housing and did not get any significant changes in the results.
32See Schorfheide, Rios-Rull, Fuentes-Albero, Santaeulalia-Llopis, and Kryshko (2012) for details.
33As a robustness check we computed the series for the stocks of capital structures and equipment for the

period from 1976 to 2006 using 1976 stock as an initial value. There were no important changes in the results.
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I.2 Skill-Group Employment and Wages

The sources of employment and wage data by skill group are monthly Current Popula-

tion Surveys (MCPS) from January 1976 to December 2006 and CPS Outgoing Rota-

tion Groups (ORG) covering the period January 1979 to December 2006. MCPS data are

available at http://www.nber.org/data/cps basic.html and CPS ORG data are available at

http://www.ceprdata.org/cps/org index.php. To compute the employment series by skill group

we use the same procedure as for aggregate employment.

To compute wage series for skilled and unskilled categories we use data constructed by

Schmitt (2003) from CPS ORG. Following the approach adopted in Krusell, Ohanian, Ŕıos-

Rull, and Violante (2000) we divide our workers into 198 groups based on their demographic

characteristics. There are 11 five-year age groups, 3 race groups (white, black and others), 2

gender groups and 3 education groups (less than high school diploma, high school diploma

and college degree and more). Each group, g, is defined by age, race, gender and education.

The set of groups is denoted by G. The measure of the group hourly wage is defined as

wgt =

∑
i∈g withitµit∑

i∈g µit
,

where t = 01.1979, ..., 12.2006, µit - individual’s i earnings weight, hit - individual’s i usual

weekly hours, wit - the measure of individual i hourly wage constructed by Schmitt (2003)

from CPS ORG. This measure uses a log-normal imputation to adjust for top-coding, trims

data below US$1 and US$100 per hour (in constant 2002 dollars), includes overtime, tips and

commissions for hourly paid workers and imputes usual weekly hours for those who report

“hours vary” starting from 1994.

The measure of wages for skilled and unskilled workers in period t is constructed as follows

W j
t =

∑
g∈Gjt

wgtµ̄
j
g,

where j ∈ {u, s} indicates unskilled and skilled type, respectively, µ̄jg =
∑T
t=1 µ

j
gt

T
- temporal

average proportion of group g workers in Gj, T - number of time periods, µjgt =
∑
i∈g µi,t∑
i∈Gjt

µi,t
.

The resulting monthly series are deflated using monthly CPI-U, seasonally adjusted using the

ratio to moving average method and averaged into quarterly series.
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I.3 Technology Shocks

The series of investment-specific technology change is calculated as

qt =
PCONSt
PEQt

.

To measure neutral technology shocks we use the production function parameters cali-

brated in Section 3. The monthly skill-group employment series constructed above are sea-

sonally adjusted using the ratio to moving average method and averaged into annual series

denoted by Lt and Ht, respectively. Low-skilled labor lt and high-skilled labor ht are normal-

ized as follows

lt = 2.6379 ∗ 0.9162
Lt∑T

t=1 Lt/T
, t = 1976, .., 2006

and

ht = 0.9737
Ht∑T

t=1Ht/T
, t = 1976, .., 2006,

where 2.6379 is the measure of low-skilled workers,34 and 0.9162 and 0.9737 are employment

rates for low-skilled and high-skilled workers, respectively.

The series of neutral technology change is calculated as

At =
Output

kαst

[
µlσt + (1− µ)

(
λkρet + (1− λ)hρt

)σ
ρ

] 1−α
σ

.

I.4 Job-Finding and Job Separation Probabilities

To calculate job-finding and job separation probabilities we employ Shimer (2005b) two state

approach. Assuming constant labor force,

ut+1 = ut(1− ft) + ust+1,

where ut+1 the number of unemployed individuals in month t, ust+1 the number of individuals

unemployed for less than one month in month t, and ft ≡ m(u,v)
u

is a probability that an

unemployed individual finds a job. The measure of job separation probability is35

st =
ut+1 − (1− ft)ut

et
.

34This number is calculated as the average of
{
Lt
Ht

}
t=01.1976,..,12.2006

. The measure of high-skilled workers

is normalized to 1.
35Note that this formula does not take time aggregation into account, since in our model inputs are measured

at weekly frequencies.
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We use basic monthly CPS data for the number of unemployed individuals and number of

people unemployed for less than 4 weeks to construct ft and sf for skilled and unskilled

categories.

Until 1994, all unemployed workers were asked about the duration of unemployment. Start-

ing from 1994, the BLS adds the intervening time for unemployed individuals who have been

asked about the duration of unemployment in the previous month. To account for this change

in methodology we follow the procedure in Shimer (2005b) and multiply all computed series

for short-term unemployment by 1.1 after 1994. The resulting monthly series are seasonally

adjusted using the ratio to moving average method.

II Computation

We use the free-entry condition (15) and flow equation for the surplus (16) to derive the

following difference equations in θT :

cTxt
δφT (θTxt)

= Ext{(1− βT )(pTxt+1
− zT )− cTxtβ

T θTxt +
(1− sT )cTxt+1

φT (θTxt+1
)
}. (A1)

We solve this system of difference equations to find θT as a function of x. Next, we simulate

the model to generate artificial time series for neutral and investment-specific shocks, stocks

of capital structures and equipment, unemployment, vacancies, and wages for each of the two

worker types and the aggregate economy. To do so, we start with an initial value for unem-

ployment of the two groups of workers, as well as neutral and investment-specific productivity

shocks. Using the law of motion for employment, we compute next period’s employment level

nlt+1 = lt+1 and nht+1 = ht+1. Using these numbers compute capital ke,t+1 and ks,t+1 from the

corresponding first-order conditions. Next, we draw a new pair of shocks to productivity and

the price of capital equipment according to the stochastic process describing their evolution.

We then know θT and, thus, the job-finding rate and the new unemployment rate. Iterating

this procedure generates the time series of interest.

III Theoretical Results

First some preliminary results:
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Implicit differentiation

We show how productivity changes in response to changes in z, where pl and ph are the fixed

point of

A(pl, zl, ph, zh)− pl = 0, (A2)

B(pl, zl, ph, zh)− ph = 0. (A3)

It holds that  Apl − 1 Aph

Bpl Bph − 1

 ·
 ∂pl

∂zl

∂ph

∂zl

 =

 −Azl
−Bzl

 .

This implies that  ∂pl

∂zl

∂ph

∂zl

 = −1/DD

 Bph − 1 −Aph

−Bpl Apl − 1

 ·
 Azl

Bzl

 ,

where DD := (1−Apl)(1−Bph)−AphBpl . For the derivatives it holds (because equation (33)

depends only on p− z) that

Apl = −Azl , (A4)

Aph = −Azh , (A5)

Bpl = −Bzl , (A6)

Bpl = −Bzl . (A7)

This means that

∂pl

∂zl
=
−Apl(1−Bph)− AphBpl

(1− Apl)(1−Bph)− AphBpl
, (A8)

∂ph

∂zl
=

−Bpl(1− Apl)− AplBpl

(1− Apl)(1−Bph)− AphBpl
. (A9)

To simplify this expression, we have to compute ∂πl

∂l
, ∂π

l

∂h
, ∂π

h

∂l
and ∂πh

∂h
.

First compute ∂πl

∂l
:

∂πl

∂l
= Glkkl +Gll (A10)

= Glk
−Glk

Gkk

+Gll

= Glk
k

l
+Glk

Gkhh

Gkkl
+Gll

=
h

l
(−Glh +Gkh

Gkl

Gkk

),
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where the first equality follows from implicit differentiation of (32) and the second and third

equalities are a consequence of constant returns to scale (which implies that Gk and Gl are

homogeneous of degree zero):

Gkkk +Gkhh+Gkll = 0, (A11)

Glkk +Glhh+Glll = 0. (A12)

Now compute ∂πl

∂h
:

∂πl

∂h
= −Glk

Gkh

Gkk

+Glh (A13)

= − l
h

∂πl

∂l
.

Making use of similar arguments, it also holds that

∂πh

∂h
= Ghkkh +Ghh (A14)

= Ghk
−Ghk

Gkk

+Ghh

= Ghk
k

h
+Ghk

Gkll

Gkkh
+Ghh

=
l

h
(−Glh +Gkh

Gkl

Gkk

),

and

∂πh

∂l
= −Ghk

Gkl

Gkk

+Glh (A15)

= −h
l

∂πh

∂h
,

and

∂πl

∂l
=
h2

l2
∂πh

∂h
. (A16)

We can now simplify ∂πl

∂zl
and ∂πh

∂zl
:

AplBph − AphBpl = (
∂πl

∂l
Lpl)(

∂πh

∂h
HpH )− (

∂πl

∂h
HpH )(

∂πh

∂l
Lpl) (A17)

= LplHpH (
∂πl

∂l

∂πh

∂h
− (
−l
h

∂πl

∂l

−h
l

∂πh

∂h
) = 0,
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and, thus,

∂pl

∂zl
=

−Apl
1− Apl −Bph

, (A18)

∂ph

∂zl
=

−Bpl

1− Apl −Bph
. (A19)

By the same arguments it follows that

∂pl

∂zh
=

−Aph
1− Apl −Bph

, (A20)

∂ph

∂zh
=

−Bph

1− Apl −Bph
. (A21)

III.1 Productivity changes

To characterize how productivity (pl, ph) depends on (zl, zh) requires knowing how the func-

tions A and B depend on productivities (pl, ph). The next proposition accomplishes this.

Proposition 1

εA,pl = επl,lεL,pl = {−εGl,h +
εGk,h · εGl,k

εGk,k
}εL,pl , (A22)

εA,ph = επl,hεH,pl = {εGl,h −
εGk,h · εGl,k

εGk,k
}εH,pl , (A23)

εB,pl = επh,lεL,ph = {εGh,l −
εGk,l · εGh,k
εGk,k

}εL,ph , (A24)

εB,ph = επh,hεH,ph = {−εGh,l +
εGk,l · εGh,k
εGk,k

}εH,ph , (A25)

where εx,y is the elasticity of x w.r.t. y.

Proof of Proposition 1

Using the above expressions for ∂πl

∂l
, ∂π

l

∂h
, ∂π

h

∂l
and ∂πh

∂h
, we find that

επl,l =
h

pl
(−Glh +Gkh

Gkl

Gkk

) (A26)

= −εGl,h +
εGk,h · εGl,k

εGk,k

επl,h =
h

pl
(−Glh +Gkh

Gkl

Gkk

) (A27)

= −επl,l
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επh,h =
l

ph
(−Glh +Gkh

Gkl

Gkk

) (A28)

= −εGh,l +
εGk,l · εGh,k
εGk,k

=
lpl

hph
επl,l

επh,l = −Ghk
Gkl

Gkk

+Glh (A29)

= −επh,h

From the definitions of the functions A,B, πl and πh it follows that

εA,pl = επl,lεL,pl , (A30)

εA,ph = επl,hεH,pl , (A31)

εB,pl = επh,lεL,ph , (A32)

εB,ph = επh,hεH,ph , (A33)

which proves the proposition.

We can consider two special cases in which productivity is invariant when policy is changed.

The first case arises if the two types of workers are perfect substitutes, so that the production

part of the model is equivalent to a model with homogeneous workers. In this case the invari-

ance of productivity is not very surprising. Any drop in labor leads to a drop in capital, such

that the capital-labor ratio remains unchanged. Since labor productivity is a function of the

capital-labor ratio, it does not change either.

The assumption that the two labor inputs are perfect substitutes implies that Gll = Ghh =

Glh and that Gkl = Gkh and it implies the following proposition:

Proposition 2 (Special Case: L and H are Perfect Substitutes) If the two labor in-

puts l and h are perfect substitutes, then the labor productivities do not change with changes

in labor inputs: επl,l = επh,h = επl,h = επl,h = 0.

Proof of Proposition 2

CRS and perfect substitutes imply that

Gkkk +Gkhh+Gkll = Gkkk +Gkl(h+ l) = 0, (A34)

Glkk +Glhh+Gkkl = Glkk +Gll(h+ l) = 0. (A35)
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The first equation implies that

(h+ l) = −Gkl

Gkk

k. (A36)

Plugging this into the second equation implies that

Glkk +Gll −
Gkl

Gkk

k = 0. (A37)

This implies that

επl,l =
h

pl
(−Glh +Gkh

Gkl

Gkk

) (A38)

=
h

pl
(−Gll +Gkl

Gkl

Gkk

) = 0.

Noting that all of the four elasticities are just a multiple of each other concludes the proof.

A similar logic applies when one of the two labor inputs is unrelated to the other labor

input and capital, that is, either Glh = 0 and Gkl = 0 or Glh = 0 and Gkh = 0. In each of

these two cases, the economy consists of two unrelated economies, each of which has only one

type of worker. Since “both economies” have a CRS production function with a representative

agent, the previous proposition applies.

Proposition 3 (Special Case: L and H are Unrelated Inputs) If either Glh = 0 and

Gkl = 0 or Glh = 0 and Gkh = 0, then productivity remains unchanged: επl,l = επh,h = επl,h =

επl,h = 0.

Proof of Proposition 3

Follows directly from inspection of ∂πl

∂l
.

The production function we use in this paper does not fall into one of the two special cases.

Instead it implies the following assumption:

Assumption 1 Glh ≥ 0 and GklGkh ≥ 0, where at least one inequality is strict.

With this assumption, we can show that productivity indeed changes when the policy param-

eter z is changed and we know the sign of this change. The key step is to show that labor

productivity changes if the amount of labor input is changed. The reason why these changes

are not zero is that the above logic does not fully apply anymore. With a representative agent,

a fully flexible capital stock adjusts to keep the capital-labor ratio and thus labor productivity
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constant. If, instead, capital was fixed or not fully flexible, labor productivity would increase

in response to a decrease in labor. With two types of labor a similar effect obtains. Capital

cannot fully adjust to keep the two capital-labor ratios constant. Instead, there is only partial

adjustment, as would be the case with a representative agent if the capital stock is a fixed

factor. As a consequence, labor productivity is not constant. The next proposition states this

and also establishes how the functions A and B respond to changes in pl and ph.

Proposition 4 If assumption 1 holds, then

επl,l, επh,h, Apl , Bph < 0, (A39)

επl,h, επh,l, Aph , Bpl > 0, (A40)

Proof of Proposition 4

Follows directly from Assumption 1 and Proposition 1.

Once the signs of the derivatives of the functions A and B are known, the last step is easy:

Proposition 5

∂pl

∂zl
=

−Apl
1− Apl −Bph

> 0, (A41)

∂ph

∂zl
=

−Bpl

1− Apl −Bph
< 0, (A42)

∂pl

∂zh
=

−Aph
1− Apl −Bph

< 0, (A43)

∂ph

∂zh
=

−Bph

1− Apl −Bph
> 0. (A44)

It also holds that ∂pl

∂zl
< 1 and ∂ph

∂zh
< 1, so that ∂(pl−zl)

∂zl
< 0 and ∂(ph−zh)

∂zh
< 0.

Proof of Proposition 5

How the derivatives of p with respect to z are related to the derivatives of A and B was shown

above. The sign of these derivatives then follows immediately from Proposition 3.

III.2 What does this mean for employment changes?

Once the change in productivity is known, it is sufficient to look at equations (35) and (36) to

figure out the change in employment. For example, if p− z increases, employment increases,
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and if p− z decreases, employment decreases.

More generally, the change in total employment l + h in response to a change in zl is:

εl+h,zl = ((Lpl
∂pl

∂zl
+ Lzl) +Hph

∂ph

∂zl
)
zl

l + h
(A45)

= (εL,plεpl,zl + εL,zl)
l

l + h
+ εH,phεph,zl

h

l + h
,

which means that the total employment change is a weighted sum of the change in l and in

h. Similarly, the change in total employment in response to a change in zh is:

εl+h,zh = ((Hph
∂ph

∂zh
+Hzh) + Lpl

∂pl

∂zh
)
zh

l + h
(A46)

= (εH,phεph,zh + εH,zh)
h

l + h
+ εL,plεpl,zh

l

l + h
.

The total change, if zl and zh go up by 1% equals

εl+h,zl + εl+h,zh . (A47)

This expression equals

εl+h,zl + εl+h,zh = (A48)

l

l + h
(εL,pl(εpl,zh + εpl,zl) + εL,zl) +

h

l + h
(εH,ph(εph,zl + εph,zh) + εH,zh)

l

l + h
(
εL,pl

ϑ
(επl,hεH,zh + επl,lεL,zl) + εL,zl) +

h

l + h
(
εH,ph

ϑ
(επh,lεL,zl + επh,hεH,zh) + εH,zh)

l

l + h
(εL,pl(

επl,l
ϑ

(εL,zl − εH,zh) + εL,zl) +
h

l + h
(εH,ph(

επh,h
ϑ

(εH,zh − εL,zl) + εH,zh),

where ϑ = 1−Apl −Bph , which is positive under Assumption 1 (as established in Proposition

4). This expression is quite insightful. The change in l−productivity pl due to a change in

z equals 1
ϑ
(επl,hεH,zh + επl,lεL,zl) and similarly the change of the h−productivity ph equals

1
ϑ
(επh,lεL,zl + επh,hεH,zh). If these changes are zero, this means productivity is constant, and the

change in employment would equal

l

l + h
εL,zl +

h

l + h
εH,zh , (A49)

which is a weighted sum of the changes in l and in h. This composition effect strictly dampens

the change in employment (and thus unemployment) relative to the group effects, whenever

one group is more responsive to policy than the other group, for example, if |εL,zl | > |εH,zh|.
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If, however, productivity responds to changes in z, the response of group employment

changes. If productivity increases in response to an increase in z, the employment effect is

mitigated (p − z decreases by less); if productivity decreases in response to an increase in z,

the employment effect is amplified (p− z decreases by more).

Whether productivity increases or decreases for group l and group h is described by the

signs of
ε
πl,l

ϑ
(εL,zl − εH,zh) and of

ε
πh,h

ϑ
(εH,zh − εL,zl). Multiplying these expressions with εL,pl

and εH,ph , respectively, translates the productivity changes into employment changes (higher

productivity leads to higher employment).

One implication of the above expression is that the change in employment is equal to that

with constant productivity if εL,zl − εH,zh = 0 (both types of labor respond in the same way

to changes in unemployment insurance), namely,

Proposition 6 If εL,zl − εH,zh = 0, then productivity does not change and the change in total

employment equals

εl+h,zl + εl+h,zh =
l

l + h
εL,zl +

h

l + h
εH,zh , (A50)

because in this case productivity would not move (endogenously).

Furthermore, it follows that if one group has a stronger labor demand elasticity, for ex-

ample, group L (εL,zl − εH,zh < 0), then the productivity of this group increases and the

drop in employment is mitigated, whereas the productivity of the other group decreases (since

εL,pl > 0, εpl,L < 0, εH,ph > 0, εph,H < 0).

Proposition 7 If εL,zl − εH,zh < 0, then pl increases and ph decreases. As a consequence

the employment response of group l is mitigated (relative to constant productivity) and the

employment response of group h is amplified (relative to constant productivity).

The overall effect on employment due to the change in productivity would be (since εph,H =

lpl

hph
εpl,L)

l

l + h
(εL,pl(

επl,l
ϑ

(εL,zl − εH,zh)) +
h

l + h
(εH,ph(

επh,h
ϑ

(εH,zh − εL,zl)) (A51)

=
l

l + h

επl,l
ϑ

(εL,zl − εH,zh)(εL,pl −
pl

ph
εH,ph),

which is positive if pl

ph
is not substantially larger than one (if group h are high-skilled workers

with lower relative z and higher productivity, this conclusion obviously holds).
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Proposition 8 The overall effect on employment due to the change in productivity equals

l

l + h

επl,l
ϑ

(εL,zl − εH,zh)(εL,pl −
pl

ph
εH,ph), (A52)

which is positive if pl

ph
is not substantially larger than one.

III.3 Comparative statics

Consider the impact of different parameter values on the overall effect on employment in

equation (A52).

Proposition 9 Consider the employment effect due to productivity changes:

- Skill premium: A decrease in pl

ph
increases the effect if εL,zl − εH,zh > 0.

- Preferences: An increase in εL,zl−εH,zh(> 0) (for example if zl−zh increases) increases

the effect.

- Production: Any change in the production function that lowers επl,l < 0 increases the

effect. This would happen if one of the positive values Glh, Glk, Ghk increases.
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IV Tax Policy and the value of Non-market Activity

Our focus in this paper was to understand the role of heterogeneity and imperfect substi-

tutability of factors in the production function on the dampening of the labor market effects

of economic policies. Of course, there are numerous other economic mechanisms that can work

towards that goal. We discussed some of them in Section 5.2 in the main text. In this appendix

we draw on Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008b) and illustrate another particularly simple mech-

anism based on the long-run response of the value of non-market activity induced by changes

in policies.36

It is plausible that the flow utility form unemployment may depend on the length of the

unemployment spell, as illustrated in the top panel of Figure A-1. For example, the long-

term unemployed may face problems replacing their durable consumption goods (a broken

TV, dishwasher, microwave, etc.). Furthermore, having a month off to enjoy leisure has a

high value, but the enjoyment of a year of unemployment is questionable. In our benchmark

calibration we (implicitly) estimate the average zT of all unemployed in a respective skill group.

Given the relatively high job finding rates in the US data, short-term unemployed make up

the bulk of observations. Thus, our estimates of zT represent the value of non-market activity

for the average unemployed, who finds employment quickly.

Allowing z to decrease with the length of the unemployment spell makes z endogenous.

When productivity declines, the average duration of unemployment increases and thus the

average z of the unemployment pool declines as well. This is unlikely, however, to dampen

the models ability to replicate business cycle facts. It creates some procyclicality in z, but our

calibration strategy would then reduce the bargaining power to match the cyclicality of wages.

Since the effects of productivity shocks over the business cycle are relatively short-lived, the

average duration of unemployment and, thus, the average z are unlikely to change much over

the business cycle.

However, the presence of curvature in the value of non-market activity likely dampens the

effects of policies. Consider a change in policy, such as an increase in tax rates or unemployment

benefits, that increases z relative to p. A stylized illustration of the effects is illustrated in

36Our discussion here is reduced form. This is intentional. The structural model of the evolution of z and

its identification are too complex to be adequately developed in this paper
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Figure A-1: Effect of policies with endogenous z.

the bottom panel of Figure A-1. In response to such a policy firms post fewer vacancies. This

leads to an increase in the average duration of unemployment accompanied by a decline in

the average z of the unemployment pool. This works against the direct effect of the policy

and moves the economy closer to the equilibrium prior to the change in the policy (towards

restoring the gap between p and z). Thus, depending on the curvature of z, the effects of

persistent changes in policy may be entirely canceled out.
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V Appendix Tables

Table A-1: Matching the Calibration Targets with Low Wage Elasticity.

Target Value

Data Model

1. Elasticity of wages wrt agg. productivity, εw,p 0.500 0.498

2. Relative elasticity of wages wrt agg. productivity, εwH ,p/εwL,p 1.770 1.775

3. Skilled job-finding rate, fH 0.106 0.105

4. Unskilled job-finding rate, fL 0.127 0.126

5. Skilled average market tightness, θH 1.044 1.039

6. Unskilled average market tightness, θL 0.586 0.584

7. Elasticity of agg. job-finding wrt agg. market tightness, εf,θ 0.500 0.497

8. Relative elas. of job-finding wrt agg. mrkt tightness, εfH ,θ/εfL,θ 1.335 1.335

9. Standard deviation of capital structures 0.003 0.003

10. Standard deviation of capital equipment 0.010 0.010

Note - The table describes the model’s performance in matching the calibration targets, including low wage

elasticity.
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Table A-2: Calibrated Parameter Values with Low Wage Elasticity.

Parameter Definition Value

zH skilled value of non-market activity (share of their productivity) 0.848

zL unskilled value of non-market activity (share of their productivity) 0.945

βH skilled workers’ bargaining power 0.043

βL unskilled workers’ bargaining power 0.072

γH skilled matching function elasticity 0.238

γL unskilled matching function elasticity 0.544

χH skilled matching function efficiency 0.104

χL unskilled matching function efficiency 0.165

d∗s depreciation factor of capital structures 11.800

d∗e depreciation factor of capital equipment 1.460

Note - The table contains the calibrated parameter values in the low wage elasticity calibration.
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Table A-3: Results from the Calibrated Model with Low Wage Elasticity.

Statistic Value

Data, 1951-2004 Model LM

(1) (2) (3)

1. St. dev. of agg. productivity, p 0.013 0.013 0.013

2. Autocorr. of agg. productivity, p 0.765 0.765 0.765

3. St. dev. of agg. unemployment, u 0.125 0.104 0.071

4. St. dev. of agg. vacancies, v 0.139 0.142 0.101

5. St. dev. of agg. market tightness, θ 0.259 0.246 0.163

6. Corr. of agg. unemployment and vacancies -0.919 -0.782 -0.780

1. St. dev. of skilled productivity, pH — 0.018 —

2. Autocorr. of skilled productivity, pH — 0.779 —

3. St. dev. of skilled unemployment, uH — 0.138 —

4. St. dev. of skilled vacancies, vH — 0.103 —

5. St. dev. of skilled market tightness, θH — 0.207 —

1. St. dev. of unskilled productivity, pL — 0.013 —

2. Autocorr. of unskilled productivity, pL — 0.754 —

3. St. dev. of unskilled unemployment, uL — 0.100 —

4. St. dev. of unskilled vacancies, vL — 0.170 —

5. St. dev. of unskilled market tightness, θL — 0.258 —

Note - Column (1) contains aggregate statistics computed over the 1951:1 to 2004:4 period as in Shimer (2005a).

Hornstein, Krusell, and Violante (2005b) report virtually identical numbers. In Column (1) seasonally adjusted

unemployment, u, is constructed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) from the Current Population Survey

(CPS). The seasonally adjusted help-wanted advertising index, v, is constructed by the Conference Board.

Both u and v are quarterly averages of monthly series. Average labor productivity p is seasonally adjusted real

average output per person in the non-farm business sector, constructed by the BLS from the National Income

and Product Accounts and the Current Employment Statistics. Column (2) contains the results from the model

calibrated with low wage elasticity. Column (3) reproduces the results from the linear model with homogeneous

workers for the same aggregate calibration targets. All variables are reported in logs as deviations from an HP

trend with smoothing parameter 1600.
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Table A-4: Matching the Calibration Targets with s = sU .

Target Value

Data Model

1. Elasticity of wages wrt agg. productivity, εw,p 0.670 0.669

2. Relative elasticity of wages wrt agg. productivity, εwH ,p/εwL,p 1.770 1.801

3. Skilled job-finding rate, fH 0.106 0.105

4. Unskilled job-finding rate, fL 0.127 0.127

5. Skilled average market tightness, θH 1.044 1.059

6. Unskilled average market tightness, θL 0.586 0.604

7. Elasticity of agg. job-finding wrt agg. market tightness, εf,θ 0.500 0.501

8. Relative elas. of job-finding wrt agg. mrkt tightness, εfH ,θ/εfL,θ 1.335 1.346

9. Standard deviation of capital structures 0.003 0.003

10. Standard deviation of capital equipment 0.010 0.010

Note - The table describes the model’s performance in matching the calibration targets without distinguishing

between the total separation rate and the separation rate into unemployment.

Table A-5: Calibrated Parameter Values with s = sU .

Parameter Definition Value

zH skilled value of non-market activity (share of their productivity) 0.897

zL unskilled value of non-market activity (share of their productivity) 0.943

βH skilled workers’ bargaining power 0.064

βL unskilled workers’ bargaining power 0.098

γH skilled matching function elasticity 0.230

γL unskilled matching function elasticity 0.540

χH skilled matching function efficiency 0.102

χL unskilled matching function efficiency 0.164

d∗s depreciation factor of capital structures 11.500

d∗e depreciation factor of capital equipment 1.420

Note - The table contains the calibrated parameter values in the calibration without distinguishing

between the total separation rate and the separation rate into unemployment.
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Table A-6: Results from the Calibrated Model with s = sU .

Statistic Value

Data Model LM

(1) (2) (3)

1. St. dev. of agg. productivity, p 0.013 0.013 0.013

2. Autocorr. of agg. productivity, p 0.765 0.765 0.765

3. St. dev. of agg. unemployment, u 0.090 0.096 0.061

4. St. dev. of agg. vacancies, v 0.116 0.130 0.086

5. St. dev. of agg. market tightness, θ 0.202 0.227 0.139

6. Corr. of agg. unemployment and vacancies -0.910 -0.780 -0.780

1. St. dev. of skilled productivity, pH — 0.018 —

2. Autocorr. of skilled productivity, pH — 0.778 —

3. St. dev. of skilled unemployment, uH 0.111 0.129 —

4. St. dev. of skilled vacancies, vH — 0.096 —

5. St. dev. of skilled market tightness, θH — 0.192 —

1. St. dev. of unskilled productivity, pL — 0.013 —

2. Autocorr. of unskilled productivity, pL — 0.758 —

3. St. dev. of unskilled unemployment, uL 0.085 0.093 —

4. St. dev. of unskilled vacancies, vL — 0.156 —

5. St. dev. of unskilled market tightness, θL — 0.238 —

Note - Column (1) reproduces Column (1) of Table 3. See notes to that table for details. Column (2) contains the

results from the model calibrated without distinguishing between the total separation rate and the separation

rate into unemployment. Column (3) shows the results from the linear model with homogeneous workers for

the same aggregate calibration targets. All variables are reported in logs as deviations from an HP trend with

smoothing parameter 1600.
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